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Abstract 

 

The initial motivation of this Masters Thesis is the design and analysis of an image 

compression method based on Compressive Sensing. Compressigve Sensing is a technique 

which allows coding sparse signals by projecting the signal onto random vectors. When 

signals are sparse, it is possible to encode the signal with a much smaller number of 

measurements than the length of the original signal. 

Two methods based on Compressive Sensing are proposed. Both of them initially 

apply a wavelet transform to obtain the signal in a convenient domain in which is supposed to 

be sparse. At the same time, in the wavelet transform domain some sub-blocks are generated, 

which are useful in order not to process the whole image, but sub-block per sub-block. The 

first method uses compressive sensing onto binary signals and the second one onto integers. 

By studying and testing the proposed methods, a new one not based on compressive 

sensing emerged which provided significant improvements. It is a combinatorial method 

which orders uniquely the possible combinations of a binary vector of length N with S nonzero 

coefficients. It is supported by a fast algorithm to cycle through the combinations. 

Results provided in this report allow having an idea of the efficiency and advantages 

and disadvantages of each one of the methods proposed. 
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Prólogo en castellano 

 

La motivación inicial de este proyecto final de carrera es el diseño y análisis de un 

método de compresión de imagen basado en ‘Compressive Sensing’. Compressive Sensing es 

una técnica que permite la codificación de señales dispersas mediante la proyección de la señal 

en vectores aleatorios. Si el conjunto de vectores es suficientemente aleatorio, entonces, estos 

tienden a ser ortogonales entre sí, pese a que no lo son realmente, y a la vez son cercanos a ser 

ortogonales respecto el dominio original.  

Cuando las señales son dispersas, es posible codificar la señal con un número de 

mediciones mucho menor que la longitud de la señal original, ya que al proyectar sobre el 

nuevo espacio aleatorio, las señales se expanden en el nuevo dominio, adquiriendo una mayor 

información en cada medida. Ésta idea es la que nos permite reducir la tasa de bit. En el 

proceso de decodificación, conociendo las medidas o proyecciones, así como la matriz de 

vectores aleatorios, es posible reconstruir la señal original mediante la minimización de la 

norma l1. La calidad de la reconstrucción dependerá del número de medidas realizadas y de 

cuan dispersa sea la señal. 

Dos métodos basados en Compressive Sensing han sido propuestos en este proyecto. 

Inicialmente, ambos aplican una transformación wavelet sobre la señal original para obtener 

ésta en un nuevo dominio, en el cual se supone que la representación de la señal resulta 

dispersa. Asimismo, la imagen wavelet resultante se divide en sub-bloques con el  fin de no 

procesar toda la imagen a la vez, y a continuación, se divide cada uno de los bloques en 
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diferentes planos de bits. El primero de los métodos propuestos aplica la técnica Compressive 

Sensing sobre señales binarias, y el segundo método sobre coeficientes enteros. Las señales 

binarias o enteras proceden del criterio utilizado para la adquisición de los planos de bits. 

Gracias al estudio y testeo de los métodos basados en Compressive Sensing surgió una 

nueva solución, la cual no está basada en Compressive Sensing, y que proporciona mejoras 

significativas. Éste es un método combinatorio sobre señales binarias basado en la ordenación 

unívoca del conjunto de posibles combinaciones, que son las que se pueden obtener mediante 

la selección de S coeficientes distintos de cero dentro de un conjunto de N posiciones; y 

basado también en la transmisión de la dispersión de la señal y la posición de la combinación 

en cuestión.  Este método se apoya en un algoritmo empleado para recorrer de forma muy 

rápida todas las combinaciones. Además, este método combinatorio nos da absoluta 

certidumbre de que ningún error se introduce en el proceso codificación-decodificación. 

Los resultados presentados en este proyecto permiten tener una idea de la eficiencia, 

así como de cuáles son las ventajas y desventajas de cada uno de los métodos propuestos. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Image compression is a very important research field in electrical engineering because 

of the expansion of image applications and its continuous increasing diffusion.  It is the main 

reason of this project to focus on a recent method which provides a new conception of data 

acquisition. It is Compressive Sensing. 

The Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem [14,15], which has been used as the 

foundation of signal acquisition systems for decades, specifies that signals must be sampled at 

least two times faster than the signal bandwidth in order to avoid losing information when 

capturing a signal. Nyquist rate is so high that compression becomes a necessity prior to 

storage or transmission. Whilst Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem is true for general band-

limited signals, it does not account for signals whose structure may be known a priori. 

Compressive Sensing starts from the premise that signals are assumed to be sparse in some 

transform domain. In fact, ordinary images, as well as most natural and manmade signals are 

compressible, and therefore, well represented in a transform domain in which the signal is 

sparse. Once assumed the signal is sparse in a given domain, Compressive Sensing comes out 

as a new method to capture compressible signals that gives a stable and robust algorithm that 

allows sensing at rates much smaller than the Nyquist rate.   

Basically, Compressive Sensing represents the original image in a convenient basis in 

which the image might be sparse (wavelet transform is widely used for this purpose). Then it 

employs non-adaptive linear projections onto random vectors that preserve the structure of the 
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signal. It is very important that random vectors, which are used to take the measures, are i.i.d. 

and incoherent to make sure that sparse signals in the transform domain are spread out in the 

domain in which they are acquired. Therefore, all measurements provide more information of 

the signal and fewer measurements are needed to transmit the signal. The crucial observation 

is that one can design an efficient sampling protocol that captures the useful information from 

a sparse signal and condense it into a small amount of data. Finally, the signal is reconstructed 

by using a convex optimization technique (e.g. l1-norm minimization). This means that 

numerical optimization is used in order to reconstruct the full-length signal from the small 

amount of data. CS uses computational power for reconstruction from an apparently 

incomplete set of measurements. Some contributions that hold this idea can be consulted in 

[5,6,7,8]. 

A very important aspect of Compressive Sensing, also known as Compressive 

Sampling or Compressed Sensing, is that it can be applied in many fields of science like 

statistics, information theory, coding theory and theoretical computer science. 

The main objective of this project is to work on some Compressive Sensing strategies 

not covered in previous studies, which might be feasible for image compression, and then 

study when it is possible to take advantage of this technique. 

The general scheme that is considered in this project involves the application of the 

Wavelet Transform to the original image in the first step. Once it is applied, a sparse signal is 

expected to be obtained, which is then sampled using CS technique. In this case CS is not 

applied to the whole image; instead, the image is divided into blocks and each of them is then 

processed separately. Moreover, not only the blocks are processed separately, but also the 

different levels of bit-planes of the wavelet image are processed separately. This is because not 

all bit-planes are equally important to recover the original image with high fidelity. In the 
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decoder process the signals are recovered using the convex optimization l1-norm 

minimization. Once sampled signals are recovered, the Inverse Wavelet Transform is applied 

to obtain the decoded image. 

The goal of this Project is to study what results can be obtained following the proposed 

general scheme. Some different strategies within this system are considered in order to obtain 

the best possible results. However, not only methods based on CS are considered, but other 

methods not using Compressive Sensing are also considered. 

A traditional method of compression, which is here expressed as the entropy, and a 

new method from a different idea, based on transmitting the position of one combination in a 

set of combinations together with the spasity of the signal, are considered. Both mentioned 

methods, which do not include CS, only take effect within the general framework set out in the 

part related to CS, where one strategy replaces the other. 

The set of all methods and strategies provides a better idea of what is the efficiency of 

each method, and therefore gives a more reasoned and robust conclusion of the results. 
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2. Background & Literature Survey 

 

This section examines the Compressive Sensing theory considering different strategies 

that can be taken to develop CS, as well as the Discrete Wavelet Transform. Finally, several 

different applications using CS that have been previously studied will be reviewed. 

2.1. Compressive Sensing theory 

CS theory asserts that it is possible to recover certain signals from far fewer samples 

than those used by traditional methods.  To make this possible two premises must be met: 

sparsity, which refers to the signals of interest, and incoherence, which refers to the random 

sensing vectors. 

2.1.1. Sparsity 

First of all, the purpose of this section is to define what exactly is considered to be a 

sparse signal. A sparse signal is that one that has a few peaks and most of the signal is zero or 

close to zero.  
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Most natural and man-made signals have a sparse representation when are expressed in 

a convenient basis. Mathematically speaking we have a vector  f  ∈ 
Nℜ  which is expanded in 

an orthonormal basis  ]...[ 321 Nψψψψ=Ψ  

∑
=

=
N

i

ii txtf
1

)()( ψ      (Eq. 2.1) 

where  ii fx ψ,= . It is convenient to express this function as xf Ψ=  where Ψ is the NxN 

matrix with columns Nψψψ ,...,, 21 , and x  is the image represented in the transform domain. 

We can also express the inverse function: fx tΨ=  , where tΨ  is the transposed matrix of Ψ . 

 Wavelet Transform is a transform widely used in order to obtain sparse signals. Let us 

consider the example in Figure 1. Figure 1(a) shows the original image. Figure 1(b) represents 

the wavelet transform of the original image arranged in random order for enhanced visibility. 

It is seen that in the transform domain there are few large coefficients and most coefficients 

are small although they are not zero. When a signal has a sparse expansion it is possible to 

discard the small coefficients and set them to zero without much perceptual loss. Let us define 

sx  as vector x  with all its coefficients, except for its S largest coefficients, set to zero. Signals 

with at most S non-zero values are called S-sparse signals. Similarly, ss xf Ψ= , is the vector 

obtained when applying the inverse transform to sx .  Since Ψ is an orthonormal basis, the 

error produced in sx  when setting small values to zero is equal to the error in sf : 

22 lsls xxff −=− . Hence, if x is actually sparse then x is well approximated and the error 
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in sx  and sf  is small. Figure 1(c) shows the recovered image following the method proposed 

in [1] when reconstructing it with only 2.5% of the coefficients. Perceptual loss is hardly 

appreciable. This is because few coefficients capture most of the signal energy. Most modern 

lossy-coders such as JPEG-2000, are based on this principle that we can represent the image 

into a convenient basis where most of the image energy is condensed in a few coefficients, 

making it possible to discard the rest without suffering a significant loss. 

 

Fig. 1 – Image reconstruction by zeroing out small coefficients in the wavelet expansion. Adopted from [1] 

2.1.2. Incoherent sampling 

When sampling a signal, the coherence of the sensing signals with respect to the 

transform domain where the signal has a sparse representation takes a lot of relevance.   

jk
Njk

N ψϕµ ,max),(
,1 ≤≤

⋅=ΨΦ     (Eq. 2.2) 

where Φ  and Ψ  are the sensing and transform basis of nℜ . From linear algebra it follows 

that  [ ]N,1),( ∈ΨΦµ  

If the sensing basis and the transform basis are incoherent, sensing waveforms have an 

extremely dense representation in the transform domain Ψ  irrespective the signal of interest. 

Put differently, the incoherence between both basis assures the sampled signals with a sparse 

representation in the transform domain are spread out in the sampled domain. Hence, all 
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measurements (samples) are contributing giving more information about the signal of interest, 

given that sensing vectors are supposed to have a low  inner product (in case it is not zero), 

which is the magnitude that measures the orthogonality between vectors.  

Some proposed sensing waveforms are random matrices and noiselets. On one hand, 

random vectors are i.i.d. and are rarely orthogonal, but the fact that they are identically 

distributed implies that most of them have a small inner product and thus are close to being 

orthogonal. On the other hand, Noiselets [9] are particular complex functions that have a 

number of desirable properties, like orthogonality (see [10] for a discussion) among others. 

Both options are convenient because they have a low coherence with the WT basis and 

therefore every measurement is giving new information about the signal of interest. More 

detailed information concerning random sensing matrices is provided in section ‘Random 

sensing’ (2.1.4). 

2.1.3. Sampling and reconstruction 

Let MxNℜ∈Φ  be the sensing matrix, Nf ℜ∈  the signal of interest to be sampled and 

My ℜ∈   the vector of measurements resulting from sensing the image.  

,, kk fy ϕ=   Mk ∈      (Eq. 2.3) 

where kϕ  are the vectors of the sensing matrix Φ  and M is a subset of values [1,2,...,M], with 

M << N. 

 With this information (measurements) the signal can be recovered by solving an 

underdetermined linear system of equations using the convex optimization algorithm l1-norm 

minimization[18]. The proposed reconstruction f
~

 is given by xf ~~ ⋅Ψ= , where x~  is the 

solution to the optimization program.  
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1~

~min
lRx

x
N∈

 subject to ,, kk fy ϕ=  Mk ∈∀   (Eq. 2.4) 

where ∑=
i

il
xx :

1
 

 This is, from the set of all possible signals whose measurements match with the given 

ones, the minimization selects the one whose l1-norm is minimum. However, l1-norm 

minimization is not the only method used to solve this problem. Some other methods which 

will be seen later have also been proposed [11]. 

• Theorem 1[10] 

 Given Nf ℜ∈  and assuming that x, which is its representation in the transform 

domainΨ , is S-sparse. Select M measurements in the Φ  domain.  Then if  

NSCM log),(2 ⋅⋅ΨΦ⋅≥ µ      (Eq. 2.5) 

for some constant C, the recovery is exact with overwhelming probability. It is seen that 

coherence has an important effect when calculating the number of measurements to be 

obtained. Moreover, the original signal can be recovered with far less coefficients than the 

original signal size with no information loss. It is important to note that the minimization has 

no knowledge about either the number of non-zero coefficients, or their position, or their 

amplitude. However, it is possible to obtain the exact reconstruction. The theorem guarantees 

that the probability of failure is extremely small.  More detailed information can be founded at 

[1]. 
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Fig. 2 – Perfect reconstruction of a sparse signal by l1 minimization. Adopted from [1] 

 

2.1.4. Random sensing 

When applying CS, it is very useful to find sensing matrices whose column vectors 

taken from arbitrary subsets are nearly orthogonal. If vectors are nearly orthogonal, then each 

measurement is providing new information about the sampled signal, and thus, CS becomes 

more efficient because less number of measurements are needed. Matrices which obey the 

restricted isometry property of order S (RIP, see [1] and [12] for more information) are 

matrices in which all subsets of S columns are nearly orthogonal. Hence, it is our purpose to 

find matrices that obey the RIP. 

Let us consider the following sensing matrices Φ : 

a) Form Φ  by sampling N columns  vectors uniformly at random on the unit 

sphere of Mℜ  

b) Form Φ  by sampling i.i.id entries from the normal distribution with mean 0 

and variance 1/M 
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c) Form Φ  by orthonormalizing N vectors sampled independently and uniformly 

on the unit sphere and normalize 
*/ AMNA ⋅=  

d) Form Φ  by sampling i.i.d. entries from a symmetric Bernoulli distribution 

( 2/1)/1( , =±= MAP ji ) or other sub-gaussian distribution. 

All these matrices obey the RIP with overwhelming probability provided that: 

)/log( SNSCM ⋅≥      (Eq. 2.6) 

where C is some constant depending on each instance. The probability of sampling a matrix 

not obeying the RIP when (13) holds decreases exponentially with M [8,13].  

2.1.5. Uncertainly principles and sparse recovery 

Given a MxN random sensing matrix Φ , the uniform uncertainty principle states that 

the energy of the measurements of a S-sparse signal SxΦ  is comparable to the energy of Sx  

itself. This is: 

2

2

2

2

2

2 2

3

2

1
SSS x

N

M
xx

N

M ⋅⋅≤Φ≤⋅⋅     (Eq. 2.7) 

The proportion of the energy of Sx  that appears as energy in the measurements is 

roughly the same as the under-sampling ratio m/n. The energy condensed in Sx  in a few 

number of coefficients is spread out in the measurement domain. 

From this principle, we consider an S-sparse vector sx  and its measurements Sxy Φ=  

to answer if it is possible to find any other S-sparse vector that has the same measurements. If 

there is another S-sparse vector SS xx ≠'  with the same measurements, then 'SS xxw −=  

results in an approximately 2S-sparse vector with 0=Φw . Both properties make incompatible 
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the UUP. Hence, it is known that, taking the right number of measurements, the signal 

recovered is the sparsest vector which maps to y , and it is unique. 

Let us consider now the l1-norm minimization algorithm: 

1~
~min

lx
x   subject to  Sxy Φ=    (Eq. 2.8) 

The geometry of l1 minimization reduced to only 2 dimensions helps us acquire an 

intuition of how it works and why the l1-norm minimization is the one that is able to recover 

the correct sparse signal. 

Figure 3(a) shows the l1 ball in 2ℜ  of a certain radius ( 21 rrr += ). It is seen that it is 

anisotropic. On the contrary, the l2 ball is spherical and perfectly isotropic. Consider now the 

sparse vector Sx  and the set of vectors H whose measurements match with y . Figure 3(b) 

illustrates both Sx and H in the 2 dimensional space. Imagine taking an l1 ball of tiny radius 

that is gradually expanded until it bumps into H. The first point of intersection is the vector 

that l1-norm minimization solves. It is seen that the farthest points are in the axes, where the 

signal is sparse. This suggests that the algorithm searches for the sparse signals whose 

measurements match with y . Figure 3(c) represents the l2-norm minimization. As can be seen, 

the recovered vector is not the right one, and neither is the sparse. This error in high 

dimensions becomes dramatic. Hence, the difference between l1 an l2 minimization is clear 

and understandable. 
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Fig. 3 – Geometry of  l1-norm minimization. Adopted from [2] 

 

2.1.6. Other proposed reconstruction algorithms 

In addition to the l1-norm minimization, there are some other proposed algorithms in 

order to solve the reconstruction problem. Among them, some stand out such as the TV 

minimization [18] and some other greedy algorithms, from which the most significant is 

outlined. 

• TV minimization 

This algorithm minimizes the total variation, which can be interpreted as the l1-

norm of the appropriately discretized gradient. Applied to images, TV 

minimization favors a certain smoothness that is usually found in natural and 

manmade pictures without penalizing discontinuous features and, therefore,  is 

very effective. TV minimization is in much the same spirit as l1-norm 

minimization 
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•  Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP)   

This is a greedy algorithm [16] which can reliably recover a signal with S 

nonzero entries in a vector of dimension N given )ln(NSC ⋅  random linear 

measurements. The number of measurements needed is bigger than using l1-

norm minimization, as can be seen in comparison with Eq.2.6. The major 

advantages of this algorithm are its speed and ease of implementation.  

To identify the ideal signal x , we need to determine which columns of Φ  

participate in the measurement vector y . The idea behind the algorithm is to 

pick columns in a greedy fashion. At each iteration, we choose the column of 

Φ  that is most strongly correlated with the remaining part of y . Then we 

subtract its contribution from y  and iterate on the residual. One hopes that, after 

S iterations, the algorithm will have identified the correct set of columns. 

2.2. Wavelet Transform 

The Wavelet Transform provides a space-frequency representation of the signal. It uses 

multi-resolution technique by which different frequencies are analyzed with different 

resolutions. Specifically, Discrete Wavelet Transform is the one that is considered because 

compression is applied onto discrete images. In the case of DWT, a space-scale representation of 

the digital signal is obtained using digital filtering techniques. The signal to be analyzed is passed 

through filters with different cutoff frequencies at different scales. 

The DWT is computed by successive low pass and high pass filtering of the discrete space-

domain signal in different scales as shown in figure 4. The resolution of the signal is determined 

by the filtering operations, and the scale is determined by upsampling and downsampling 
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operations. At each level, the high pass filter produces detail information, while the low pass filter 

associated with scaling function produces coarse approximations. 

 

Fig. 4 – Analysis and synthesis processes of the wavelet transform 

The WT image size is exactly the same than the original one (Fig.5), but the 

information is stored in a different way.  

 

Fig. 5 – NxN wavelet analysis process 

 

Every Level produces 4 smaller images. These images come from the set of 

combinations of applying the high and low pass filters vertically or horizontally. The 
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approximation image is the result of applying the low-pass filtering, both vertically and 

horizontally. The rest images are detail images that contain vertical, horizontal or diagonal 

details depending on the filters applied in each direction (Fig.6). Resulting filters for each one 

of the smaller generated images can be seen as well in Fig.6. 

 

 

 

Fig. 6 - Filters applied in the Wavelet Transform decomposition 
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 Subsequent levels of wavelet decomposition after the first one are applied onto the 

resulting approximation image from the previous level, as can be deduced in Fig.4. This 

generates new detail images and approximation image. Fig.7 shows a three level WT 

decomposition. 

 

Fig. 7 - Wavelet Transform decomposition, level=3 

 

The synthesis process shown in Fig.4 is the reconstruction of the original image from 

the WT coefficients. It is the inverse process of the analysis or decomposition process. At 

every level, both detail and approximation information are upsampled by two, pass through the 

low pass and high pass synthesis filters, and then are added. The level of the synthesis and 

analysis processes must match in order to reconstruct the original image. To achieve perfect 

reconstruction the analysis and synthesis filters have to satisfy certain conditions.  
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2)()()()(
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zHzGzHzG
    (Eq 2.10) 

where 0H , 1H correspond to the low pass and high pass analysis filters, and 0G , 1G  correspond 

to the low pass and high pass synthesis filters. 

If filters satisfy this conditions it is possible to obtain the perfect reconstruction and 

then the WT becomes a very useful tool for image processing.  
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2.3. Some CS applications already studied 

In this section some CS applications are outlined in order to have an idea about what 

kind of applications have been considered previously to this project. It is not the point of this 

section to give detailed information and results but explain which are the different methods 

and considerations already studied using CS.  

I. In [17] some methods using CS are proposed to obtain a good image compression rate. 

Specifically, noiselets [9] are used as sensing waveforms, and then, different strategies 

are considered using different reconstruction algorithms and transform domains: 

A. Minimization of the l1-norm reconstruction method combined with the DWT 

B. Minimization of the l1-norm reconstruction method combined with the DCT 

C. Minimization of the TV norm and not used transform domain. 

Furthermore, the whole image is processed at the same time, the whole coefficients are 

taken without using bit-planes. Quantization step is also applied to measurements 

because they are not integer coefficients. Finally, the perfect image is not expected to 

be reconstructed for more measurements to be used because some error is introduced 

when the quantization. Although results obtained with this methods are worse than 

results obtained with standard methods such as JPEG2000, they are in the same 

magnitude.  

II. In [2] a method combining DCT coefficients and CS measurements is proposed. Since 

very few DCT coefficients capture most energy of the image, first a small amount of 

DCT coefficients is sent and then CS is applied in order to acquire the details. 

Noiselets are also proposed as sensing vectors, and the whole image is processed 

without breaking the image in sub-blocks. TV minimization is used as reconstruction 
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algorithm. It is shown that using CS for detail information becomes more efficient than 

only using DCT.  

In [19] is proposed a very similar method to [2], but breaking the image in order to 

work with a block size of 8x8. First, the highest DCT coefficients (k1 coeff.) are sent, 

and then, the highest measurements (k2 coeff) of the original image projection onto the 

random basis are sent. The decoder knows which are the vectors whose projections are 

maximum, because they are correlated with the projections of the reconstructed image 

from the k1 DCT coefficients onto the same sensing matrix.  
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3. Theoretical Development 

 

3.1. Discrete Wavelet Transform analysis and synthesis 

When the DWT is applied in order to get the signal in a domain where is sparse to be 

sampled, fx tΨ= , we must be sure the transform is not going to introduce any error in the 

analysis-synthesis process, ff tΨΨ=~
. Any error in the recovered signal must come from the 

process of signal reconstruction from measurements, either by a small amount of 

measurements, a non-sparse signal, or a not appropriate measurement matrix. Hence, it is 

necessary to demonstrate that IDWT reconstructs exactly the original signal. This is 

It =ΨΨ ,where I  is the identity matrix. Let’s consider Figure 8 where the analysis-synthesis 

process of the WT level 1 is exposed. If we can demonstrate the perfect reconstruction in this 

case, for higher levels of WT it is demonstrated as well, because a higher level simply implies 

an iterative superposition of this same scheme. 

 

Fig. 8 – WT analysis-synthesis process, level 1 
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Then, if Eq. 2.10 is satisfied is immediately deduced that: 

][][)()( nxnyzXzY =⇒=  

Hence, it is demonstrated that satisfying Eq.2.10 the IDWT recovers perfectly the signal. 

3.2. Entropy 

The entropy in information theory is a measure of the uncertainty associated with a 

variable. The entropy considers the redundancy of the information contained in a message and 

quantifies the information in units such as bits. Put differently, if we consider a binary one 

hundred-length vector with very few nonzero coefficients, e.g. 5 nonzero values, there is no 

point in transmitting 1 bpp since we can take profit of the redundancy of the vector and 

transmit it with much less amount of bits. In the example proposed it would be possible to 

transmit the whole vector with only 29 bits. 

To compute the entropy, the probability of each one of the symbols in the whole 

message is considered. Each symbol contributes to increasing the entropy, and therefore the bit 

rate required, according to their probability. Hence, we can express the entropy of a variable 

X, whose possible values are { }nxxx ,...,, 21  as: 
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where )( ixp  express the probability of the symbol ix , and b takes value 2 when calculating the 

bit-rate because a binary code is considered. (For example, if a ternary code was considered b 

would take value 3) 

The entropy takes its maximum value when all the symbols are equiprobable, because 

in this case the signal is random, and therefore, no compression is possible. 

3.3. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio 

Peak signal to noise ratio, commonly known as PSNR, is an engineering term generally 

used in image processing that measures the ratio between the maximum possible power of a 

signal, and the power of the noise that affects the fidelity of its representation. The mentioned 

noise is the one produced by compression. In image processing, the considered signals for the 

PSNR are the matrix that contains all the pixels of the image. 

In order to calculate the PSNR is mainly important to compute the mean square error 

(MSE), which is defined: 
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    (Eq 3.2) 

where I  is the original image matrix and Î  is the recovered matrix. M and N are the heigh 

and width of the image that match with the number of rows and columns of I .  

Once the MSE is obtained we can express the PSNR as: 









=

MSE
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PSNR I

2

10log10      (Eq. 3.3) 

where IMAX  is the maximum possible pixel value of the image. 
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3.4. Combinatorial subsets 

In the proposed strategy based on a combinatorial algorithm, which is exposed in 

section 4.3, is very important to make abundantly clear what a combination is and how is it 

calculated. It is a very easy concept but at the same time is a main concept. 

A combination or binomial coefficient, which is studied in combinatorics, is the 

number of k-element subsets that can be taken from an n-element set. This is the number of 

ways that k-elements can be chosen from a set of n elements. There is no difference in the 

order that the k elements are chosen if finally they are exactly the same elements. The 

combination is commonly expressed as 








k

n
 and can be calculated as following: 
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      (Eq. 3.4) 

Intuitively can be appreciated that )1(...)2()1(
)!(
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n
 

corresponds to the way that k elements can be taken from n elements, taking into account that 

the order that k elements are selected is important. Remaining denominator !k  just reduce the 

number of subsets in order to make no difference between same sub-sets selected in different 

order.
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4. Analysis and Design 

 

Some ideas have been developed in order to find several solutions that may provide 

different compression rates. In this section only the functions of the different phases that make 

up the algorithm proposed in each solution are detailed (Fig.9). The options that can be 

employed for the actual implementation of each of these phases are discussed in Section 5. 

The main scheme common to all solutions is shown in Fig.9. Depending on the 

solution, both the bit plane acquisition and the encoding process, can be different. However, 

the general idea of encoding and decoding processes is very similar. Therefore, when 

explaining the first solution proposed (A) many considerations are also applicable to other 

methods; and so as not to repeat several times the same concepts, will be referred from other 

solutions to the explanations given in the solution A.  

 

Fig. 9 – General scheme of encoding and decoding processes 
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Four solutions have been developed in this project, from which two of them are based 

on CS. One of the not based on CS methods emerged when exploring a new solution using CS, 

and the other one is a solution based on arithmetic compression, which brings interesting 

information when comparing with the results obtained from the other methods.   Hence, it 

allows to obtain a more robust and complete conclusion about the results obtained.  

4.1. Solution A: Compressive Sensing onto binary bit-planes 

4.1.1. Integer to integer wavelet transform 

Given the original image I , which consists in a square matrix of integer coefficients, 

the first step in the encoder process is to apply Wavelet Transform to obtain the image in a 

transform domain in which is expected to be sparse. When applying a discrete WT, real 

numbers are obtained. However, working with non-integer numbers implies some problems 

when sampling them because a quantization error is introduced since some information is lost 

due to the quantization step. As a solution an integer to integer wavelet transform is applied in 

order to obtain integer wavelet coefficients, which can be sampled without quantization error. 

Thus, using an integer to integer wavelet transform we get a transform image which 

continuous being made up by integer coefficients.  It is absolutely necessary to assure that the 

filters used allow the perfect reconstruction of the signal. However, that is not a problem 

because there are several existing filters that satisfy this condition.  

4.1.2. Creation of sub-blocks and bit-planes introduction 

Once the WT has been applied, the transform image is divided in smaller blocks, which 

all have the same size. Different sizes of these blocks will be considered in section 6 where 

obtained results for different sizes are available. Blocks will be processed separately and a 
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priority criteria need to be established to process the information depending on the importance 

of each block. The most important block, which is the approximation image or low pass image 

resulted from the WT, has very big coefficients and is not sparse at all. Therefore this block is 

processed differently and is transmitted directly to the decoder without compression. 

At this moment, the bit-plane (bp) concept is necessary to be defined. Bit-planes are 

each one of the different bits needed to express a number in binary. Since we consider the first 

bp is the highest bit, and bp n is the lowest bit for a number represented with n bits (Fig.10), it 

is possible to take profit of processing together the same bp of all the coefficients of a block, 

because by this way we can make difference between more and less important bits.  
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Fig. 10 – Bit-plane decomposition 

 

The uncertainty of the coefficient is reduced by half with each bp. Hence, with the first 

bp the uncertainty is reduced by 12 −n , while for the last bp the uncertainty is reduced by just 1, 

so the importance of all bp is not equal (Fig.11). To exploit it, the number of bits needed to 

express the maximum coefficient of the block (or most significant bit of the block) is stored in 

a matrix for each block, except the block that pertains to the low pass image. This matrix 

which is going to be called MSB provides which is the most significant bit for each block. 
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Fig. 11 – Bit-plane coding 

 

The impact of both, the division of the transformed image in sub-blocks and the bit-

planes created in each block, results in that it is absolutely necessary to establish priority 

criteria which may assure an order of importance, according to the nature of the signal, when 

processing each bp of each block.  

4.1.3. Priority criteria 

Consider that high and low bp are absolute in the whole image. This is, imagine the 

most significant bit in the whole WT image is 10. Thus, the first bp is the one that corresponds 

to the power 92 , the second to 82 , and so on until the tenth bp that corresponds to 02 ; and 

even though  the most significant bit in a block is, e.g., the seventh bit, the first bp when 

talking about this block is the tenth bit as well. Note that the first bp corresponds to the 10th 

bit or most significant bit, and tenth bit-plane corresponds to first bit or least significant bit. 

The priority criteria between bp determine that no )1( +k bp is coded until all k  bp have been 

coded. When a block whose most significant bit is lower than the bit position associated to the 

bit-plane that is being coded simply is ignored. The decoder will know it from the information 

stored in MSB matrix which must be sent to the decoder in first term. All blocks whose most 

significant bit is higher or equal to the bit position associated to the bit-plane that is being 

processed, encode the new bp. Then, some priority has to be defined in order to know how to 
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process all blocks which have to encode a certain bp. Those that its most significant bit 

corresponds to the current bp are processed first, then those that have already encoded one bp 

are processed, and so on until those blocks which have encoded all the planes since the first 

one until the previous one. Once applied all the criteria exposed, blocks with the same most 

significant bit that are in the same priority are processed according the priority criteria 

between blocks.  All the exposed considerations about priority aim to send first the 

information that is more important. Obviously, there is no sense in sending low bits before 

than high bits because higher bits are the ones that reduce quickly the uncertainty of the 

coefficient. This is what the proposed criteria try to do. 

The priority criteria between blocks follow the order that the IWT uses to reconstruct 

the image. There is no point in transmitting first the blocks that are used at the end by the 

IWT, instead of the ones that that are used in first term. Most important blocks match with the 

smaller wavelet blocks piled in the top left of the WT image, which are also the blocks that 

may have the highest most significant bits in MSB. Blocks with the same WT importance are 

processed in the order they appear from top to bottom and from left to right. Considering a 

WT of level 3 we can see in fig.12 the priority criteria between blocks depending on the 

wavelet importance. 
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Fig. 12– Priority criteria between blocks depending on wavelet importance 
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In conclusion, first bp priority is considered, then those blocks with same bp priority 

are processed depending on the importance they have in the wavelet reconstruction. If some 

signals still have the same priority, then are encoded from top to bottom, left to right.  

4.1.4. Random sensing 

Once the order between the different bp of the different blocks has been defined, each 

one of these bp are projected onto the random vectors contained in a sensing matrixΦ . This 

matrix is a square matrix made up by random vectors whose length match with the number of 

coefficients of each block (put differently, the length-vector is equal to the number of rows per 

the number of columns of the block size). Several options for the sensing matrix are studied 

but they are out of scope of this section. Next section will consider them carefully. 

First of all, is crucial take into account that when working with bp, the sign of the 

wavelet transform is not considered. Although the sign information is absolutely necessary in 

order to reconstruct the image, it is sent separately and all coefficients are treated in its 

absolute value. This is because signs are very random ( 2/1)(,2/1)( ≈−≈+ PP ) and therefore 

have maximum entropy (Eq.3.1), which means no compression is possible.  

( ) ( ) bppH 12log
2

1
2log

2

1
22 ==+=     (Eq. 4.1) 

Known it and according to the priority criteria exposed, the projections of the bp from 

all blocks start to be computed.  

Depending on the sparsity of the vector (bp) to encode, a bigger or smaller amount of 

measurements will be needed. Eq.2.6 provides a rough idea of how many projections need to 

be sent to the decoder in order to make sure it is able to recover the original signal without 

errors. To obtain M measurements the encoding process takes the first M random vectors from 

the sensing matrix, and project the vector of interest onto these random vectors.  
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where N is the length of the random vectors, and match with the number of rows and columns 

of the square sensing matrix. 

It is not necessary making a new sensing matrix every time depending on the spasity of 

the current signal, but a main sensing matrix is generated and then only a determined amount 

of vectors from this matrix are used. Hence, the number of measurements for each block is 

adaptive, and the sparsity of each one of the bp has to be sent before decoding. This is because 

the decoder must know how many measurements pertain to the current bp of the current block. 

The sparsities are grouped by bp and are sent just before the measurements of the bp. 

 Unfortunately, compressive sampling can only provide compression when the signal is 

sparse as was exposed in the background. Therefore, when no compression is possible because 

of the sparsity of the signal (in section 5 is shown what it exactly means), the stream of bits 

will be sent without any compression (they are not projected onto the random basis). In this 

case no measurements are sent, but the stream of bits is sent in the same location. The decoder 

will know if the information received are measurements or not from the sparsity information. 

It is important to note that since the first bp of a coefficient that result ‘1’ the lower bp 

have a probability distribution function very near to the random distribution. It is known that 

random variables have maximum entropy (Eq.4.1), and therefore, there is no compression 

possible and it is not useful adding these bits to the compression method. It is the same 

argument than the exposed when talking about signs. Thus, given a concrete coefficient in a 

block that is being coded bp by bp, when  is found the first bp of this coefficient which is ‘1’, 

the lower bp of this coefficient are not inserted in the vectors that corresponds to the lower bp 

of its block which are projected onto random vectors. Obviously, this affects the length-vector 
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of following the bp of the current block which is decreased, and different length for random 

vectors is needed. However, the sensing matrix is unique and always the same. The solution 

proposed deletes the columns of the matrix that match with the position of the mentioned 

coefficients (all random vector lengths decrease equally). Hence, this bit does not participate 

in the sampling process, making possible to use all the measurements information to 

reconstruct the remaining bits, and helps to keep the signal sparse as well. 

Additional information need to be sent to the decoder where all these bits are sent 

without any compression. This extra information made up of the maximum entropy bits that 

are not sampled is going to be called MEB. The decoder knows the locations to which they 

belong because previous bp have already been decoded, and then, the decoder can know 

exactly the length-vector of the next bp of each block, as well as the length of the additional 

information that is going to receive after the random measurements. Moreover, sign 

information is sent to the decoder immediately after the additional information sent that 

contains the MEB. In this sign information only the sign of those coefficients that found its 

first bp to ‘1’ in the current bp are sent. In case that no compression is possible due to the 

sparsity of the vector, this vector is not going to contribute to the MEB. However, the sign 

information of this signal has to be sent as well in the sign information. 

From the algorithm exposed underlie the strict necessity of obtaining the perfect 

reconstruction for all the signals because, if the recovery of the signal is not perfect, both the 

sign and the MEB information may be wrongly located. Fig. 13 outline the stream of 

information sent to the decoder. 
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Fig. 13 – Stream of information sent to the decoder, solution A 

 

Fig. 13 – Stream of information sent to the decoder, solution A 

 

4.1.5. Image recovery 

In this step starts the decoder process. The decoder process follows exactly the same 

priority that was defined in the encoder process. First of all, the low pass image and MSB 

matrix are received. With this information in addition with the sparsity information that the 

decoder receive for each bp, and the knowledge of the already decoded bp in case it is not the 

first bp, the decoder can exactly know, at every moment, which are the measurements from the 

stream of information that corresponds to the next block in the current bp.  

Generating the same sensing matrix is absolutely necessary in order to decode the 

image. The sparsity information then is also needed to be able to find the same M random 

vectors that were used in the encoder process. It is feasible using the same seed in the encoder 

and decoder process. Then, the norm-l1 minimization is used in order to recover the signal 

from the measurements received. The solution of the l1-minimization is completed with the 

sign and MEB information. If the signal recovered using the l1-minimization has no errors, 

then the additional information is correctly located and the bp is perfectly recovered. Using the 

same priority criteria and knowing in the decoder how the information is received, it is 

LPI MSB Sp1 Measurements1 MEB1 Signs1 Sp2 

Measurements2 MEB2 Signs2 …………………………………………………... 

Spn Measurements-n MEBn Signsn ….……………………….……………...

LPI: Low Pass Image   Measurements-i : Measurements bp i  

MSB: Most Significant Bit matrix  MEB : Maximum Entropy Bits bp i 

Sp-i : Sparsity bp i    Signs-i : Signs bp i 
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absolutely possible to reconstruct the wavelet image. If there is any error it is because the l1-

norm minimization has not perfectly recovered some vectors.  

If not all bp are transmitted (suppose only some bp have been transmitted, and the 

lowest bp corresponds to the bit k ), all recovered coefficients which are different from zero 

are added by 22 −k in order to reduce the resulting uncertainty by half. When all blocks have 

been decoded just applying the IDWT let us obtain the reconstructed image.  

4.2. Solution B: Compressive Sensing onto integer bit-planes 

Solution B is a very similar method to solution A but with a very different conception 

of what the bit-planes are. Initially, the integer to integer wavelet transform is applied as well, 

and the wavelet image is divided in blocks like was done in solution A. Moreover, MSB 

matrix is also calculated in the same way.  

The main difference is that when using this method bit-planes are not a set of bits of 

the same level, but in this case are a set of integers that are bounded between a maximum and 

minimum value. The bounds are the ones that decide which coefficients are contained in each 

bp. Given the most significant bit in the whole image is n, first bit-plane groups all coefficients 

between  12 −n  and )12( −n , the second bp groups the coefficients between 22 −n  and )12( 1 −−n  

and so on until the lowest bp that contains coefficients between 02  and )12( 1 − , which is 

coefficients that are ‘1’. The remaining coefficients which are not in the range of values 

determined for the bp are set to zero. This helps the recovery algorithm since is contributing to 

make the signal sparse. 
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Fig. 14 – Bit planes made up of integer coefficients 

 

Priority criteria defined in solution A is applied in this method but just considering that 

in this case bp are a set of whole coefficients instead of a set of bits. The reasoning is exactly 

the same that was exposed in solution A. Highest coefficients are more important because 

concentrate most information and therefore are encoded first. Furthermore, wavelet transform 

process is exactly the same, so the wavelet importance of blocks remains unchanged. 

The fact that the whole coefficients are encoded allows not worrying about signs 

because we can encode it with the coefficient, and the recovery algorithm will be able to 

recover it with no necessity of sending any additional information. Of course, there are not 

maximum entropy bits (MEB) in this solution because no bits are considered anywhere. 

However, sparsity information for each bp of each block is required in the decoder, as well as 

in solution A, in order to know the number of measurements that pertain to the bp that is being 

processed, and to be able to obtain the same random vectors than in the encoder process (the 

number of random vectors and measurements must match). 

Similarly to solution A, CS is not useful when the signals are not sparse. In these cases 

no compression is applied, and a stream of bits without compression is sent instead of sending 
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measurements. Therefore, in order to make efficient this algorithm, the perfect recovery is 

absolutely necessary as is widely explained in section 5.2 and 5.3. 

The stream of information is shown in next fig.15: 

 

Fig. 15 – Stream of information sent to the decoder, solution B 

 

The recovery algorithm consists in the norm-l1 minimization, which in this case 

recover integer values. It is not so important that the coefficients recovered match exactly with 

the original ones, but the location of the coefficients have to match perfectly with its real 

locations in order not to leave empty coefficients, neither superimpose several values in the 

same position. Finally, IWT is applied to obtain the resulting reconstructed image. 

4.3. Solution C: Combinatorial algorithm 

Solution C works on a different idea from both first solutions which were based on CS. 

In this new method, projections or sampling process and norm-l1 minimization are replaced by 

a combinatorial process. However, all the other processes are unchanged respect solution A. 

This is, integer to integer wavelet transform, sub-block division, MSB matrix generation and 

bit-planes are carried out as is done in solution A. Thus, note that this method is applied onto 

binary signals. Priority criteria is exactly the same than the exposed in solution A, because the 

only change respect A is the way to encode, not the nature of the information, which is what 

makes necessary to send some information with priority over other information. 

LPI MSB Sp1 Measurements1 Sp2 Measurements2 

Sp3 …………………………………………………………..... Spn Measurements-n 

LPI: Low Pass Image    Sp-i : Sparsity bp i 

MSB: Most Significant Bit matrix  Measurements-i : Measurements bp i 
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4.3.1. Combinatorial coding 

Once the wavelet transform is applied, blocks and MSB matrix are generated, and 

priority is defined; the algorithm starts encoding bp per bp all blocks. One more coincidence 

between C and A,B solutions is that the sparsity of each vector (bp) of each block needs to be 

sent to the decoder previously to the decoding of this vector. Known the sparsity (consider 

sparsity S) of the signal to decode, and known the length of the vector (consider length vector 

N); it is deduced that the perfect reconstruction is one combination of the set of possible 

combinations we can get by choosing S elements which are set to one in a set of N zero 

elements. It is, the set of selected positions from the N positions are the locations that contain 

‘1’. The remaining positions are zero. Hence, the question that underlies the exposed situation 

is: How can we distinguish which of the possible combinations is the right one? 

The key to this problem is being able to establish an order between the combinations, 

so that knowing a position regarding such established order, we are able to get the right 

combination without error possible. Moreover, there is the necessity of finding a method that 

let quickly compute which position a combination takes in the set of combinations 








S

N
, and 

the inverse process, obtaining the combination that corresponds to the position given. 

When the amount of nonzero bits is bigger than zero bits, zero bits are encoded. This 

is, instead of looking for S  nonzero in a N length vector, S zeros are looked for in the N 

length vector. As the decoder knows the sparsity of the signal, always knows how to operate.  

The way to cycle through the combinations in order, and the method to compute 

quickly the positions in the set of combinations, are analyzed in section 5. At this moment we 

can suppose it is feasible. Therefore, knowing the sparsity and the position, it is possible to 

decode perfectly the signal. In fact, using solution C no error is possible. We are sure the 
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reconstruction is going to be always the most perfect reconstruction possible with the number 

of bp transmitted. 

4.3.2. Not compressed information 

Least significant bits are very random, thus there is no advantage in using any 

compression method because their entropy is maximum (Eq.4.1), neither using the 

combinatorial algorithm. Therefore, last bp are not compressed. Moreover, not compressing 

last bp gives an advantage in computational time while bit-rate is not being penalized. It is 

applied only in case that least significant bits are also transmitted. Commonly, last two bp are 

the ones that are not coded. 

Moreover, sign information without any compression is sent after each bp exactly in 

the same way it is done in solution A. Sign information after each bp only contain the sign 

information of those coefficients whose first nonzero bit pertain to the current bp. As was 

exposed in A signs are nearly random, hence they are not compressed. 

The information stream is the following: 

 

Fig. 16 – Stream of information sent to the decoder, solution C 

 

The signals are perfectly recovered using the combinatorial method. If not all bp are 

transmitted, wavelet coefficients different from zero are summed the half of the uncertainty of 

LPI MSB Sp1 Positions1 Signs1 Sp2 ……………….

……………………………………………………………. Spn Positions-n Signsn 

LPI: Low Pass Image    Positions-i : Position from Comb(N,S) of bp i 

MSB: Most Significant Bit matrix  Signs-i : Signs bp i  

Sp-i : Sparsity bp i 
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the coefficient in order to reduce it by half. Finally, the reconstructed image is obtained by 

applying the IWT. 

4.4. Solution D: Entropy algorithm 

Last solution is the same than solution A but changing the random sampling and norm-

l1 minimization by an entropy coder. Hence, the general scheme of all solutions proposed is 

maintained. Firstly WT is applied, the image is divided into smaller blocks, the MSB matrix is 

calculated and priority criteria are the same that the exposed in solution A. Then, instead of 

using CS or a combinatorial method, an entropy coder is used to encode the bp made up of 

relevant bp of all blocks according the wavelet order. Bit-planes are constructed as is done in 

solution A, so bp contain bits and no integer coefficients like in B. There is no sense in apply 

the entropy on all bp together because the characteristic of the bp are different. Firsts bp have 

high sparsity whereas low bp are nearly a random stream of bits. Hence, bp are encoded 

differently in order not to disturb each other. 

In this method, the sign information has to be sent since we are considering bits, like in 

solutions A and C is done. Sign information is sent after the entropy code of each bp in the 

same way that is done in A and C after measurements and positions respectively. In this case 

the sparsity information is not required. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 17 – Stream of information sent to the decoder, solution D 

 

LPI MSB Entropy code bp1 Signs1 ……………………………….

Entropy code bp-n Signsn …………………………………………………………………

LPI: Low Pass Image    Signs-i : Signs bp i 

MSB: Most Significant Bit matrix    
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This solution provides an idea of the possible compression using traditional methods as 

arithmetic coding. Basically, the interest of this method is to compare the possible entropy 

compression with results obtained using solutions A, B and C. 
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5. Implementation and experimental work 

 

In section 4 different solutions are explained. However, these solutions are the result of 

an improvement process in which several ideas were considered in order to obtain the best 

possible results. This section details this process, and some important decisions for the 

implementation of the solutions are reasoned. 

When applying CS there are two basic decisions which have to be decided in order to 

implement it. These are the sensing matrix, which is used to generate the projections, and the 

method to define the amount of projections that are taken for each vector. Both decisions are 

detailed in sections 5.1 and 5.2. To implement the norm l1 minimization the code provided in 

[18] has been used. In section 5.3 a chronological exposition of the ideas considered in order 

to obtain some improvements are explained. Finally, in section 5.4 some implementation 

information concerning the combinatorial solution is provided. 

5.1. Sensing matrix 

First of all, when compressive sensing is applied, the most important point to consider 

is the sampling matrix which is going to be used. It is very important to use a matrix that 

obeys the RIP property in order to assure that random vectors are nearly orthogonal although 

they are not (see section 2.1.4). As was exposed in section 4.1.1, these methods only consider 

integer values and no quantization error is introduced. Furthermore, working with integer 

values lets to reconstruct the perfect image. Therefore, the random matrix must be made up of 
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integer values in order not to generate non-integer measurements. Thus, a matrix as random as 

possible and made up of integer values is necessary. Moreover, only binary vectors are 

considered, hence, possible integer values are reduced into +1/-1 as was proposed in (d) of 

section 2.1.4(Random Sensing). 

It is possible to generate a random matrix which satisfies the necessities defined, by 

generating a random matrix with a pseudorandom generator with uniform or normal 

distribution. Then, it is possible to transform the matrix into binary vectors by taking a 

threshold and putting all values which are smaller than threshold to -1 and those which are 

bigger to +1. 

Some options have been considered in order to see which one offers better results. 

Uniform and normal distributions are considered, as well as different ways to find the 

threshold. Furthermore, orthogonalize the matrix before applying the threshold has been 

considered. It is intuitively reasonable to think that applying a threshold onto orthogonal 

vectors provides more orthogonal binary vectors than if it is applied onto non orthogonal 

vectors. Although the orthogonality is lost when the vector is binarized, it could probably 

result in a matrix which satisfy more strictly the RIP. If this intuitive reasoning is feasible is 

concluded in the comparison between the proposed random matrices. The random matrices 

studied are: 

1- Uniform distribution orthogonalized, and then binarized with different thresholds 

for each vector, so that the quantity of +1 and -1 are exactly the same in each 

vector. 

2- Uniform distribution binarized with different thresholds for each vector, so that the 

quantity of +1 and -1 are exactly the same in each vector. 
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3- Normal distribution orthogonalized, and then binarized with different thresholds for 

each vector, so that the quantity of +1 and -1 are exactly the same in each vector. 

4- Normal distribution binarized with different thresholds for each vector, so that the 

quantity of +1 and -1 are exactly the same in each vector. 

5- Normal distribution binarized with different thresholds for each vector, so that the 

mean of each vector is the threshold of the vector. 

6- Normal distribution binarized with a unique threshold equal to zero. 

7- Normal distribution orthogonalized, and then binarized with a unique threshold 

equal to zero. 

8- Uniform distribution orthogonalized, and then binarized with a unique threshold 

equal to zero. 

9- Hadamard matrix (this is an orthogonal matrix made up of +1/-1 values) 

Some tests have been developed previously to the final implementation of CS in order 

to find which provides better results. Binary vectors with S nonzero values which are 

randomly chosen from the set of N positions, which is the length of the vector, are sampled 

using each one of the proposed matrix, and then are recovered using the norm-l1 

minimization. As was exposed in section 4, the recovery should be perfect, so the probability 

of recover the whole vector without any error is considered. For each situation a high number 

of iterations are done because if few iterations are carried out the results are less reliable. The 

comparison between the bits required and the probability of error is what will decide which is 

the best one. To get the bits required, an entropy coder is needed in order to take into account 

the  nature of the measurements in each case, and therefore a real idea of the quantity of 

information needed. 
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Table1 shows the results obtained when taking S=50, N=1024 and 100 iterations each time. 

  M Prob(error) Bits required Entropy 

220 0,22 844 3,83 

230 0,05 880 3,83 1 

240 0,01 923 3,84 

220 0,19 845 3,84 

230 0,07 881 3,83 2 

240 0,01 920 3,83 

220 0,20 843 3,83 

230 0,05 881 3,83 3 

240 0,00 921 3,84 

220 0,23 843 3,83 

230 0,05 881 3,83 4 

240 0,01 921 3,84 

220 0,17 847 3,85 

230 0,05 884 3,84 5 

240 0,02 924 3,85 

220 0,13 853 3,88 

230 0,03 889 3,87 6 

240 0,01 929 3,87 

220 0,12 850 3,86 

230 0,02 891 3,87 7 

240 0,00 927 3,86 

220 0,16 846 3,85 

230 0,04 886 3,85 8 

240 0,00 921 3,84 

220 1,00 849 3,86 

230 1,00 889 3,86 9 

240 1,00 926 3,86 
 

Table 1 – Random matrix decision for S=50,N=1024 

From table-1 is seen that matrices 1 to 4, whose vectors are zero sum, give very similar 

results, no matter the distribution chosen, even if the matrix is orthogonalized before 

binarizing it. Matrix 5 provides similar probabilities of error while the entropy increases very 

little. Matrix 6 improves the probabilities of error for an equal number of measurements, but at 

the same time the quantity of bits required to encode the measurements increase because of the 

entropy of measurements. In matrix 5 and 6 the entropy of measurements increases because of 

the fact that the random vectors sum is different to zero, and this implies that the rank of 

measurements becomes bigger, and therefore, the entropy increases. In matrix 6, the sum of 
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the random vectors is a little bit bigger than in 5 because in 5 a particular threshold is taken for 

each vector, whereas in 6 the threshold is unique for all the matrix and is not based on each 

vector, although the mean of each vector is expected to be near to zero (which is the 

threshold). Random matrix 7 improves a little the results from 6 without an extra bit-rate 

needed. Therefore, it is possible to conclude that orthogonalizing the matrix is a good idea in 

this case. Matrix 8 is the same than 7 but using a uniform distribution. This sensing matrix is 

worse in terms of probability of error but at the same time the quantity of bits needed 

decreases. However, when taking all into account, the extra information required in 7 is not 

very large in relation to the improvement obtained in probability of perfect reconstruction. 

Finally, Hadamard matrix has been considered because of its orthogonality. However, the 

results obtained using this matrix are really worse in comparison with the other matrices. This 

is because in spite of its orthogonality, the matrix is not so incoherent respect the domain as 

random matrices. 

In conclusion, matrix 7 is the best one because is the one that provides the best 

probability of success reconstruction with a small bigger amount of data. Put differently, is the 

random matrix which needs fewer bits to obtain a same probability of error. Therefore, 

solutions A and B use the sensing matrix 7 to acquire the measurements. 

5.2. Adaptive quantity of measurements depending on the sparsity 

When applying CS, once the random matrix has been decided and known that the 

norm-l1 minimization is used to recover the signal, the number of measurements which are 

taken for each bit plane of each block has to be decided. The number of measurements to do 

should change depending on the signal. Hence, an adaptive amount of measurements has to be 

found every time. Eq-2.6, )/log( SNSCM ⋅≥  reflects this idea. When the criterion to decide 

the number of measurements is established, only knowing the sparsity of the signal, the 
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amount of measurements is perfectly defined. This is the reason of the necessity of sending the 

sparsity information in solutions A and B. 

From Eq.-2.6, the magnitude of the number of measurements M and the relationship of 

the sparsity and length-vector with M is known. However, this equation is provided for sparse 

signals, so depending on sparsity the behaviour can be different. It is the purpose of this 

section finding out how to implement the calculation of the number of projections each time. 

In order to obtain a real idea of the measurements needed each time, some simulations of the 

encoder-decoder process are carried out, generating sparse signals randomly and finding out 

how many measurements are needed for each sparsity. A big number of iterations are done for 

each sparsity in order to obtain more reliable results. The goal in each simulation is to find 

how many measurements are needed to obtain a probability of perfect reconstruction in the 

encoder-decoder process near to 99%.   Different lengths of vectors are considered and the 

encoder-decoder processes of both solutions based in CS, solutions A and B, are simulated. 

The results are shown in the following tables. 

Table2 corresponds to the simulation of the CS process onto binary bits (solution A), 

with a length vector of 256 ( 82 ). S refers the sparsity of the signal (quantity of ‘1’ 

coefficients), M the number of measurements needed to reconstruct perfectly the signal with a 

99% probabilities. C is the constant that should be used in Eq-2.6 in order to get the number of 

measurements needed (M). Bits required indicates the number of bits we have to transmit to 

the decoder in order to send the M measurements. Bits required and M are directly related by 

the entropy of the measurements. Note that, although the entropy calculated in these 

simulations does not match with the entropy we would obtain processing a real image, one can 

have a vague idea of the magnitude of bits required. 
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S M C BitsRequired 

1 15 6,23 15 

2 18 4,27 28 

4 31 4,29 64 

5 35 4,10 77 

8 49 4,07 124 

10 56 3,98 151 

15 74 4,00 222 

18 80 3,85 252 

19 84 3,91 266 

20 86 3,88 275 
 

Table 2 - Adaptive quantity of measurements for solution A, block size=256. 

 

Table3 corresponds to the simulation of the CS process onto binary bits (solution A), 

with a length vector of 1024 ( 102 ). 

S M C BitsRequired 

1 19 6,31 19 

2 24 4,43 37 

5 47 4,07 105 

8 68 4,03 172 

10 80 3,98 218 

15 110 4,00 330 

25 155 3,85 521 

40 202 3,59 749 

50 230 3,51 893 

58 255 3,53 1015 

59 259 3,54 1033 

70 290 3,56 1192 
 

Table 3 - Adaptive quantity of measurements for solution A, block size=1024. 

 

Table4 corresponds to the simulation of the CS process onto integer coefficients 

(solution B) which are between 52  and 126 − , with a length vector of 256 ( 82 ). 
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S M C BitsRequired 

1 15 6,23 90 

2 19 4,51 135 

5 36 4,21 305 

8 50 4,15 452 

10 56 3,98 517 

12 63 3,95 591 

15 74 4,00 707 

18 80 3,85 775 

20 87 3,93 851 
 

Table 4 - Adaptive quantity of measurements for solution B, block size=256. 

 

Table5 corresponds to the simulation of the CS process onto integer coefficients 

(solution B) which are between 52  and 126 − , with a length vector of 1024 ( 102 ). 

S M C BitsRequired 

1 19 6,31 111 

2 23 4,24 152 

5 48 4,15 401 

8 68 4,03 611 

10 81 4,03 745 

15 103 3,74 997 

20 126 3,69 1224 

40 198 3,52 2021 

60 257 3,48 2705 

80 315 3,56 3378 
 

Table 5 - Adaptive quantity of measurements for solution B, block size=1024. 

 

First of all, looking at tables 2-5 it is possible to see that there are not big differences in 

the  constant ‘C’ to use depending on the length vector, neither on which solution is 

considered. When applying CS onto integers or onto binary coefficients the number of 

measurements for a given sparsity is very similar. However, the rank of the measurements 
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increases significantly when using integer coefficients, and therefore, the entropy of the 

measurements becomes bigger. As a result, the amount of bits required is much bigger when 

integer coefficients are sampled although the number of measurements remains very similar. 

Hence, constant C, which is what is necessary to define M, is not going to change depending 

on the solution, neither depending on the bit plane within solution B.  

 

Fig. 18 – Constant C (from Eq.2.6) required for Prob(perfect recovery) = 0.99 

 

Taking the vector length into account, it is seen in Fig.18 that when the size is 1024, 

constant C decreases a little bit for some values of S. Considering that the difference is very 

small, and that bigger values of C must be used in order to obtain a margin of safety to obtain 

the perfect reconstruction (current values provide probabilities of perfect reconstruction equal 

to 99%, not 100%), the same value of C will be used for both sizes. 

Note in Fig.18 that the constant C which is needed in order to obtain perfect 

reconstructions change depending on the sparsity S. When the signal is very sparse a larger 

constant is needed. Therefore, it is absolutely necessary to establish different sections when 

computing M (the rank of sparsities established in Eq. 5.1 and 5.2 to assign the different 
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possible values of C must change depending on the size). Furthermore, note that constants 

given in tables provide a probability of perfect reconstruction near to 99%, but we need to 

assure that the decoder is able to reconstruct perfectly the signal because, as was exposed in 

section 4, the proposed algorithms need perfect reconstructions in order to decode correctly 

the signal. Sign information and the maximum entropy bits, which are sent without any 

compression in solution A, need perfect reconstructions in order not to lose the location of the 

information received. In solution B the perfect reconstruction is also needed as is exposed in 

next paragraphs. Therefore, it is necessary to adopt higher values of C in order to assure that 

the reconstruction is going to be perfect with overwhelming probability.  

The constants adopted, depending on the sparsity and on the length, to compute 

adaptively the number of measurements M are: 

For a size block of 16x16 = 256 
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For a size block of 32x32 = 1024 
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Note that in tables 2 and 3 there is a row which has been remarked. This is because CS 

is not efficient when the signal is not sparse. Then, considering the quantity of bits needed to 

transmit the measurements to the decoder, it is possible to establish when CS is efficient and 

when becomes inefficient. In table 2 and 3, referred to CS onto binary coefficients, the row 

that corresponds to the lowest S whose column ‘Bits Required’ is larger than the length vector 
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is remarked. This is because a binary signal can be sent without compression using exactly a 

quantity of bits equal to the length of the signal. Hence, CS will only be used when the signal 

is sparse, and no compression will be applied to non-sparse signals. However, remember that 

the number of bits required depends on the entropy of the code, and as was previously 

exposed, the simulations carried out do not match with the entropy when coding a real image. 

Thus, it is in section 6 where the threshold to use CS must be decided.  

In tables 4 and 5, referred to CS onto integer coefficients, it is not possible to determine 

exactly when CS can provide compression or not, because the fact that integer coefficients are 

treated implies that all bp should be taken into account to determine it. It is not possible to get 

a conclusion for a bp by itself. In the next section (6), where results are exposed, different 

thresholds of S to determine when CS is applied are considered in order to know how it is 

possible to optimize the results. The main inconvenient of using a threshold to determine when 

to use CS onto integers is that it is not possible to determine a threshold that optimizes the 

result for all images, because it depends on the nature of the signal. Moreover, the threshold is 

different depending on the bp that is being processed. Therefore, different thresholds must be 

defined in section 6 in order to optimize the results.  

When CS is not applied in solution B, a stream of bits without any compression is sent 

with only those coefficients whose most significant bit is equal or lower than the bit that 

corresponds to the current bp. This is because the higher coefficients have already been sent in 

previous bp, and therefore, it is not efficient sending information that the decoder already 

knows. An extra bit is necessary for each one of these coefficients to define the sign. As an 

inconvenient, we need always recovering perfectly the signal in order to know which are the 

coefficients within the block that the decoder receives without compression. 
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5.3. Evolution of Compressive Sensing methods 

5.3.1. Wavelet Transform 

Initially, a discrete wavelet transform was used in the first step of the encoder process. 

However, DWT is not useful because wavelet coefficients are non-integer coefficients, and 

thus, measurements neither are integers. It is an inconvenient for coding the measurements in 

order to transmit them to the decoder. As a solution emerged the integer to integer wavelet 

transform, which generates integer coefficients. Then, using an integer sensing matrix we 

assure the measurements are going to be integer as well. In concusion, if an integer to integer 

WT and an integer sensing matrix are used, it is absolutely sure that all coefficients in the 

coder-decoder process are integers. 

5.3.2. Priority criteria 

The priority criteria for processing the information were not initially established as was 

exposed in section 4. Initially, the priority was established according the wavelet importance, 

not considering difference between high and low bp. When n bp were coded, n bp were coded 

for each block starting from the first nonzero bp, whatever was the level of that bp. This is, the 

first bp of each block, which is known from the MSB matrix (referred in section 4), is coded. 

Then, when all firsts bp of all blocks have been coded, the seconds bp are coded, and so on 

until arrive to the specified number of bp to transmit. In this way, bit planes from different 

levels are coded together, and higher bp can be coded after than lower bp. 

This priority is absolutely inefficient because there is no point in transmitting 

information which is much less relevant before than other higher bp, which would reduce 

much more the uncertainty of the decoded image. Moreover, the quantity of information to 

send to the decoder is much bigger because many barely relevant information is being sent. 

The solution to this problem are the priority criteria exposed in section 4, which forbids 
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transmitting any bp until all higher bp of the whole image have already been transmitted. By 

this way, important information is sent first. However, it is necessary to use a wavelet filter 

which groups the high coefficients into the blocks that have more wavelet importance. It is 

because when applying the IWT is important that blocks which are more important in the 

synthesis process have been recovered at least partially. In other words, it is not possible to 

reconstruct correctly the image if least important details have been recovered but not the most 

important ones. Taking it into account, the integer to integer biorthogonal wavelet filter 

Daubechies 9/7 is selected, which allows perfect reconstruction and groups the highest 

coefficients in the most wavelet important blocks. 

In section 6, where results are provided, the improvement obtained with the optimal 

priority criteria is shown (Solution A.2). This modification has only effect over solution A, 

because solution B had not been already considered when was introduced. The previous 

method to the establishment of the correct priority criteria is named ‘Solution A.1’  

5.3.3. Not compressed information 

After modifying the priority, the maximum entropy bits (MEB) were considered in 

solution A. Remember MEB are the bits which have a nonzero bit in one of its higher bp. 

They are also sorted by bp and depending on the wavelet importance. Hitherto, only the sign 

information was sent after every bp projections. Nevertheless, the fact that the MEB are near 

random and, therefore, they have maximum entropy and no compression is possible, it is 

decided not to use these bits in the measurements generation, neither in the l1-norm 

minimization, in order to make possible reduce the number of measurements to take, and then 

transmit the MEB without compression. This implies that if some bits are not coded we must 

be aware of how many bits are encoded (N) each time in order to calculate the number of 

measurements which follows from Eq-2.6: )/log( SNSCM ⋅≥ . As the value of N is not 
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constant, it is necessary to consider the sparsity as the proportion of nonzero coefficients rather 

than an exact value, for determining the value of M in Eq 5.1, and if any advantage can be 

obtained using CS. The improvement that is achieved by not trying to encode MEB 

information is seen in section 6. Note that this improvement is only valid for CS in solution A 

because single bits are not considered in solution B. The name ‘Solution A.2’ will be used to 

refer to the method in which MEB information is not differently treated, and solution A 

corresponds to the final implementation of solution A in which MEB information is not coded.  

When placing the MEB information is absolutely necessary decoding perfectly the 

signal in order not to place wrongly these bits. 

5.3.4. Compressive Sensing based in additional information 

A variation of solution A (binary signals) is considered trying to take profit of the 

knowledge in the decoder of the sparsities of the signals to decode. We test whether it is 

efficient transmitting a smaller number of measurements to the decoder, but at the same time 

send other information so that the perfect reconstruction is possible with a smaller number of 

bits required. This is, sending a smaller number of measurements associated with additional 

information, which must resolve the uncertainty produced due to taking a smaller amount of 

measurements. 

Let us consider that an insufficient amount of measurements are transmitted to the 

decoder. Then, the decoder, that knows the sparsity of the signal, can compute all the possible 

combinations by choosing S nonzero values from the set of N positions of the vector-length, 

and check which of them when are projected onto the random basis provides exactly the same 

measurements that the decoder received. At this time, it is known that the desired perfect 

reconstruction is one of the selected vectors that satisfy the conditions exposed. The encoder is 

able to compute which are the vectors that the decoder will select as possible solution vectors, 
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because it knows the sparsity and the generated measurements by the coded vector as well. 

Hence, if the encoder sends additional information in which specifies which of the selected 

possible vectors is the right one, the decoder is able to get the correct vector. 

Depending on if the quantity of measurements is much smaller or not than the quantity 

calculated from Eq.2.6, the number of possible vectors will be much bigger or not. Therefore, 

depending on the number of measurements, the length of the additional information will 

change.  

Note that when applying this method there is not possibility of failure, since an 

extensive check is carried out, and there is no indetermination if the additional information has 

the appropriate length to solve the uncertainty. 

Some simulations using random vectors of sparsity S and length N have been carried 

out in order to see if this idea is feasible. The compression rate is calculated considering the 

bits needed to encode the measurements, which are coded with an entropic coder, and the 

number of bits needed to transmit which of the possible vectors is the right one. Different 

lengths and sparsities have been tested and the results are presented in the next tables. 

S N M Compression rate  S N M Compression rate 

1 20 0 0,25  2 20 0 0,40 
1 20 1 0,25  2 20 3 0,47 
1 20 4 0,30  2 20 6 0,59 
1 20 5 0,35  2 20 9 0,71 
1 20 9 0,50  2 20 10 0,79 
1 20 11 0,55  2 20 11 0,81 

         

S N M Compression rate  S N M Compression rate 

4 20 0 0,65  6 20 0 0,80 
4 20 5 0,78  6 20 7 0,99 
4 20 7 0,87  6 20 8 1,00 
4 20 9 0,96  6 20 9 1,05 
4 20 10 1,01  6 20 11 1,17 
4 20 12 1,15  6 20 12 1,27 

 

Table 6 – Compression rates obtained using CS based in additional information, N=20.  
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S N M Compression rate  S N M Compression rate 

1 100 0 0,07  2 100 0 0,13 
1 100 1 0,07  2 100 7 0,16 
1 100 4 0,08  2 100 10 0,17 
1 100 7 0,09  2 100 12 0,19 
1 100 11 0,12  2 100 14 0,22 
1 100 16 0,16  2 100 15 0,23 

         

         

S N M Compression Rate  S N M Compression rate 

3 100 0 0,18  4 100 0 0,22 
3 100 8 0,20  4 100 6 0,24 
3 100 9 0,21  4 100 9 0,25 
3 100 10 0,22  4 100 11 0,26 
3 100 13 0,24  4 100 12 0,26 
3 100 15 0,27  4 100 14 0,28 

 

Table 7 – Compression rates obtained using CS based in additional information, N=100.  

 

 The bigger value of M in each table corresponds to the number of 

measurements needed in order to decode perfectly the signal without additional information. 

Gradually the number of measurements is decreased and an improvement in the rate 

compression is obtained as the tables show. The number of measurements goes on decreasing 

until no measures are taken. It is seen that when no measures are taken the rate compression is 

better. This means that only transmitting the position of the vector from the whole set of 

combinations without taking any measure is the best option. This supposes a very important 

change because in this new situation CS is not being used and better results are expected to be 

obtained. Therefore, a new solution is proposed without using CS. This is solution C and is a 

combinatorial algorithm. In conclusion, trying to improve the CS solution, a new method 

without using CS has emerged and is supposed to improve the results obtained using CS. 
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5.4.  Combinatorial algorithm 

The key in order to make it possible to implement a method based on transmitting the 

position of one combination within the whole set of combinations, is to be able to establish a 

clear order to cycle through all of them; and once the order has been established, find a 

method to compute as quickly as possible which position corresponds to a combination given, 

and what combination corresponds to a position given. 

To establish an order between combinations of S nonzero values in a set of N positions, 

the first combination is defined, and then, goes from one combination to another according to 

some established rules until all combinations have been taken into account. The first 

combination is that one in which all non-zero coefficients are grouped in the S firsts positions. 

Then, each bit moves one position to its right when all the possible combinations on its right 

have produced, considering only the number of nonzero values located on its right as S’, and 

the number of positions that there are between the last position and its next position as N’. 

When a bit moves to the next position, all nonzero bits on its right turn back to the immediate 

following positions of the new position occupied for the mentioned bit. 

It is like converting a combination in a sum of combinations. In the next figure is 

represented what has been explained for a combination of N=6 and S=3. 
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−
−

 

Fig. 19 – Order of combinations for N=6, S=3  
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We can see that initially the three nonzero values occupy the three firsts positions and 

then all combinations are produced in order. The last nonzero bit is changing the position 

every time because it has zero nonzero values on its right, and therefore, only one combination 

is possible each time given that 1)0,( =kComb . In case of the first bit, which has two nonzero 

values and five positions on its right, it is seen that it does not change its position in the 10 first 

combinations. This match with 10)2,5( =Comb , as was exposed in the previous explication. 

Until all combinations on its right have produced the first bit does not change its position. The 

same happens with all nonzero values. 

Once the order between combinations has been established, we can explain which 

method is used in order to link positions with combinations as quickly as possible. Given a 

vector of N positions and S nonzero values (both data are known at the decoder), the signal is 

encoded only by finding the position within the possible combinations that corresponds to the 

vector. The position information has different lengths depending on the sparsity, but the 

decoder is able to know what is the length every time because it knows the sparsity. To 

compute the position from a vector, the vector is examined in order since the first position to 

the last one and the algorithm used is the next one: 

1. Initialize the position to 1 ( 1=Pos ) and locate in the first position of the vector, 1=i . 

2. If ( ) 1=iv , then decrement S. 

2.1. If S = 0 then exit the algorithm and ends. 

2.2. If S is different to 0 move to the next position ( 1+= ii ) and return to step 2.  

3. If ( ) 0=iv  update the position 








−
−

+=
1S

iN
PosPos , increment i and return to step 2. 

Similarly, the inverse process to recover the vector from the position and the sparsity is: 

1.  Initialize the vector to zeros and locate in the first position of the vector, 1=i . 
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2. If 








−
−

≤
1S

iN
Pos , then assign ( ) 1=iv and decrement S. 

2.1. If S = 0 then exit the algorithm and ends. 

2.2. If S is different to 0 move to the next position ( 1+= ii ) and return to step 2.  

3. If 








−
−

>
1S

iN
Pos  update the position 









−
−

−=
1S

iN
PosPos , increment i and return to 

step 2. 

Finally, in solution C when coding last bit-planes, they are very random and thus the 

number of zeros and ones are near to the half of the length-vector. When this occur, the 

number of bits to transmit is maximum because it is known that ),( SNComb  is maximum 

when 2/NS = . In this case no compression is obtained. Consider the case N=256, S=128. 

Then, the length needed to encode this block is: 

( ) bitssparsityLength

bitspositionLength

8256log

252
128

256
log

2

2

==

=
















=

 

bitsrequiredBits 2608252 =+=  

The length needed to transmit the position is very near to 256, which is the length 

needed without compression, and the sparsity information has not already been added at this 

time. When the sparsity information is added any compression is obtained. Therefore, when 

transmitting last bit-planes the implementation of solution C allows transmitting them without 

compression. Moreover, in computational time terms it is better not to try to compress this 

information, and also some small improvement in the bit-rate can be achieved at the same time 

not applying the combinatorial method for lasts bp. 
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6. Results 

 

The following tables and figures show the different results for each solution. The 

entropy of the measurements and the sparsity information is considered in each case. Thus, a 

real magnitude of the bit rate is obtained. Note that for each test the reconstruction of the 

transmitted signal is perfect, which means not recover the original image, but the part of the 

original image which has been transmitted. The resulting PSNR will depend on the number of 

bp transmitted, but it is sure that no error is introduced in the encoder-decoder process in any 

solution. This is because the perfect reconstruction is required in order to be able to decode the 

signal in solutions A and B, and no error is possible in C. Solution D is only a reference of the 

bit-rate we would obtain with an arithmetic method, and it does not to introduce any error.  In 

order to get some results two standard images are used. The size of both images is 256x256 

pixels in grey scale and they are shown in Figures 20 and 21. 

   

Fig. 20 – Lena image (256x256)            Fig. 21 – Camera man image (256x256) 
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6.1.  Experimental results for solution A 

As was exposed previously, CS does not provide any advantage when the signal is not 

sparse. Then, it is necessary to establish a threshold to decide when CS is used or not. The 

following table shows which are the resulting bit-rates when taking different thresholds to 

transmit 8 and 5 bp respectively using solution A. Two different block sizes for the sub-blobks 

created when the wavelet transform is applied will be considered (16x16 and 32x32), hence, it 

is necessary to obtain the optimal thresholds for both sizes. Note that there is no difference in 

the PSNR obtained when changing the threshold. This is because the reconstruction using CS 

must be perfect as discussed in sections 4 and 5, and no error is possible when CS is not used, 

since in that case, no compression is applied. Therefore, the lowest bit rate corresponds to the 

optimal threshold for the given image 

 

Fig. 22 – CS threshold decision for solution A and block size 16x16 = 256 
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Fig. 23 – CS threshold decision for solution A and block size 32x32 = 1024 

 It follows from Fig.22 that the optimal threshold for both images, regardless of the 

number of bp transmitted, is 10. Then, when four levels of wavelet decomposition are applied, 

the resulting block size is 256, and in this case, only vectors whose sparsity is less than 10 are 

compressed with CS. Fig. 23 corresponds to a block size of 1024 which is obtained with 3 

wavelets decompositions. In this case the minimum rate do not corresponds to the same 

threshold for both images, but they are very near. For 3 levels of wavelet decomposition (size 

block = 1024) the threshold obtained to decide when to use CS is 33. 

 Once CS thresholds have been established, the results obtained for the different 

implementations of solution A along the experimental work can be presented. As was exposed 
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in sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3, there are two main modifications in the implementation of solution 

A whose results are exposed in the next tables and figures. Remember the previous method to 

introducing the correct priority criteria is Solution A.1, and the method with the right priority 

criteria but not considering MEB information is Solution A.2. 

 Lena Image 

 Solution A.1 Solution A.2 Solution A 

n-bp Bit-rate PSNR Bit-rate PSNR Bit-rate PSNR 

0 0,000 0,00 0,000 0,00 0,000 0,00 

1 0,659 16,43 0,067 14,51 0,067 14,51 

2 1,654 21,11 0,103 17,80 0,103 17,80 

3 2,836 24,99 0,222 21,51 0,218 21,51 

4 3,952 29,96 0,433 24,99 0,402 24,99 

5 4,935 35,13 0,877 28,99 0,798 28,99 

6 5,634 39,48 1,592 33,19 1,492 33,19 

7 6,043 42,82 2,558 37,07 2,444 37,07 

8 6,247 44,77 3,815 39,95 3,701 39,95 

9 6,308 45,82 5,104 42,10 4,990 42,10 

10 6,325 Infinite 6,294 Infinite 6,180 Infinite 
 

Table 8 – Evolution of solution A for Lena image and block size =256. 

 

 

Fig. 24 – Evolution of solution A for Lena image and block size =256 
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 Cameraman 

 Solution A.1 Solution A.2 Solution A 

n-bp Bit-rate PSNR Bit-rate PSNR Bit-rate PSNR 

0 0,000 0,00 0,000 0,00 0,000 0,00 

1 0,694 15,94 0,066 13,31 0,066 13,31 

2 1,671 20,72 0,119 16,99 0,119 16,99 

3 2,787 25,21 0,291 21,13 0,289 21,13 

4 3,905 29,73 0,625 24,60 0,575 24,60 

5 4,901 35,38 1,197 28,51 1,111 28,51 

6 5,756 39,53 2,004 33,28 1,909 33,28 

7 6,323 42,50 2,984 37,15 2,863 37,15 

8 6,615 44,36 4,242 39,99 4,122 39,99 

9 6,695 45,69 5,511 41,96 5,390 41,96 

10 6,716 Infinite 6,689 Infinite 6,569 Infinite 
 

Table 9 – Evolution of solution A for Cameraman image and block size =256. 

 

 

Fig. 25 – Evolution of solution A for Lena image and block size =256 

 

Two different block sizes (256 and 1024) have been considered. The block size is 

directly related with the number of wavelets decompositions applied. The next tables show the 

results for both of them and define which is the most convenient: 
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  Lena image Cameraman image 

 Block size = 256 Block size = 1024 Block size = 256 Block size = 1024 

n-bp Bit-rate PSNR Bit-rate PSNR Bit-rate PSNR Bit-rate PSNR 

0 0,000 0,00 0,000 0,00 0,000 0,00 0,000 0,00 

1 0,067 14,51 0,160 16,46 0,066 13,31 0,163 14,23 

2 0,103 17,80 0,209 19,37 0,119 16,99 0,244 18,20 

3 0,218 21,51 0,363 23,00 0,289 21,13 0,487 22,15 

4 0,402 24,99 0,581 25,90 0,575 24,60 0,863 25,36 

5 0,798 28,99 1,079 29,53 1,111 28,51 1,555 28,92 

6 1,492 33,19 1,903 33,57 1,909 33,28 2,490 33,57 

7 2,444 37,07 2,911 37,27 2,863 37,15 3,504 37,36 

8 3,701 39,95 4,138 40,12 4,122 39,99 4,731 40,23 

9 4,990 42,10 5,398 42,29 5,390 41,96 5,971 42,24 

10 6,180 Infinite 6,563 Infinite 6,569 Infinite 7,123 Infinite 
 

Table 10 – Bit rate vs PSNR for solution A (block size comparison). 

 

 

 

Fig. 26 – Results for solution A coding Lena image 
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Fig. 27 – Results for solution A coding Cameraman image 

 

From results exposed is deduced that the block size of 256 provides better results than 

1024. Smaller sizes have not been presented because the sparsity information, which is 

necessary to be sent for each block, becomes much more relevant for block sizes of 64 or 

smaller, and consequently the bit-rate is increased.   

6.2. Experimental results for solution B 

First of all, it is absolutely necessary to define the thresholds which may be used to 

decide when to apply CS. In solution B, the threshold is much difficult to decide because the 

resulting PSNR is not constant like in solution A. The fact that when CS is not applied for a bp 

of a block, then, all coefficients of the block are sent to the decoder without compression 

implies that not only the coefficients from the current bp are sent, but also coefficients from 

lower bp are sent. Therefore the PSNR is variable depending on the threshold and the optimal 

value must be a compromise between the bit-rate and the PSNR. Moreover, as was described 

previously in section 5.2, different thresholds must be defined depending on the number of bp 

that are coded. Some results have been computed in order to decide which are the optimal 
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thresholds. Next graphs show the relations between the PSNR and the bit-rates. Each point 

PSNR vs bit-rate corresponds to a different threshold. Then, once decided the optimal relation, 

the threshold is already fixed. When the number of bp that are coded (n-bp) is equal or bigger 

than 8, then, the reconstruction is perfect (PSNR = infinite) and the PSNR is not variable. In 

this case the graph shows which threshold corresponds to the smallest bit-rate. 

 

Fig. 28 – CS threshold decision depending on n-bp for solution B 

For n-bp =1 or 2 the signals are really sparse and any threshold bigger than the biggest 

sparsity provides the optimal relation. However, it is seen in Fig. 28 that exists a tendency that 

when n-bp decrease the threshold becomes bigger. Therefore, the threshold assigned to both 

cases is the same than the one assigned to n-bp = 3. According to Fig. 28 the thresholds 

established are: 

n-bp Threshold (S) 
10/9/8 4 

7 10 
6 15 
5/4 20 
3/2/1 30 

 

Table 11 – CS threshold decision depending on n-bp for solution B. 
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The results obtained for solution B considering both block sizes for images Lena and 

Cameraman are: 

 Lena Cameraman 

 Block size = 256 Block size = 1024 Block size = 256 Block size = 1024 

n-bp Bit-rate PSNR Bit-rate PSNR Bit-rate PSNR Bit-rate PSNR 

0 0,000 0,00 0,000 0,00 0,000 0,00 0,000 0,00 

1 0,076 14,81 0,160 16,48 0,082 13,50 0,166 14,32 

2 0,168 18,16 0,260 19,61 0,240 17,40 0,352 18,51 

3 0,529 22,61 0,646 23,34 0,792 21,83 0,976 22,47 

4 1,162 27,33 1,256 27,12 1,862 26,84 2,129 26,04 

5 2,475 32,24 2,808 32,23 3,454 31,77 4,343 31,98 

6 4,399 38,83 5,336 39,66 5,542 40,27 6,759 40,94 

7 5,790 44,03 6,751 48,17 6,350 44,39 7,369 47,52 

8 6,638 Infinite 7,166 Infinite 7,018 Infinite 7,739 Infinite 

9 6,638 Infinite 7,166 Infinite 7,018 Infinite 7,739 Infinite 

10 6,638 Infinite 7,166 Infinite 7,018 Infinite 7,739 Infinite 
 

Table 12 – Bit rate vs PSNR for solution B (block size comparison). 

 

 

 

Fig. 29 – Results for solution B coding Lena image 
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Fig. 30 – Results for solution B coding Cameraman image 

 

6.3. Experimental results for solution C 

When applying the solution C is not only necessary to define the number of coded bit-

planes which are transmitted, but also all non-coded bit-planes but transmitted. In order to 

optimize the bit-rate only the last two bp are transmitted without using the combinatorial 

coding. This is: the 9th and 10th bp for the block size of 256, and the 10th and 11th bp for the 

block size of 64 are not coded in case they are transmitted. The results obtained for solution C 

using block sizes of 256 and 64 are: 

 Lena Cameraman 

 Block size = 256 Block size = 64 Block size = 256 Block size = 64 

n-bp Bit-rate PSNR Bit-rate PSNR Bit-rate PSNR Bit-rate PSNR 

0 0,000 0,00 0,000 0,00 0,000 0,00 0,000 0,00 

1 0,061 14,51 0,073 10,44 0,059 13,31 0,074 9,74 

2 0,073 17,80 0,077 13,61 0,077 16,99 0,078 12,58 

3 0,114 21,51 0,088 16,79 0,140 21,13 0,095 16,27 

4 0,194 24,99 0,127 20,89 0,274 24,60 0,153 20,54 

5 0,391 28,99 0,206 24,62 0,532 28,51 0,281 24,32 

6 0,776 33,19 0,396 28,81 1,022 33,28 0,529 28,38 

7 1,418 37,07 0,769 33,07 1,698 37,15 1,007 33,14 
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8 2,511 39,95 1,412 36,96 2,803 39,99 1,683 37,11 

9 3,794 42,10 2,535 39,85 4,066 41,96 2,821 39,94 

10 4,981 Infinite 3,868 41,97 5,241 Infinite 4,134 41,90 

11     5,105 Infinite     5,359 Infinite 
 

Table 13 – Bit rate vs PSNR for solution C (block size comparison). 

 

Fig. 31 – Results for solution C coding Lena image 

 

Fig. 32 – Results for solution C coding Cameraman image 

 

It is seen in results exposed for solution C that an important improvement in terms of bit-rate 

vs PSNR is obtained. However, the computational time required to compute the encoder-
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decoder process is much bigger. This is because matlab is not prepared to work with very big 

numbers. 

6.4. Experimental results for solution D 

Results obtained for solution D are: 

 Lena 

 Block size = 64 Block size = 256 Block size = 1024 

n-bp Bit-rate PSNR Bit-rate PSNR Bit-rate PSNR 

0 0,000 0,00 0,000 0,00 0,000 0,000 

1 0,073 10,44 0,061 14,51 0,160 16,46 

2 0,077 13,61 0,073 17,80 0,172 19,37 

3 0,088 16,79 0,116 21,51 0,213 23,00 

4 0,128 20,89 0,202 24,99 0,293 25,90 

5 0,208 24,62 0,418 28,99 0,508 29,53 

6 0,406 28,81 0,843 33,19 0,936 33,57 

7 0,792 33,07 1,549 37,07 1,646 37,27 

8 1,469 36,96 2,692 39,95 2,776 40,12 

9 2,614 39,85 3,953 42,10 4,024 42,29 

10 3,878 41,97 5,125 Infinite 5,184 Infinite 

11 5,053 Infinite      

 

Table 14 – Bit rate vs PSNR for solution D coding Lena image (block size comparison) 

 

Fig. 33 – Results for solution D coding Lena image 
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 Cameraman 

 Block size = 64 Block size = 256 Block size = 1024 

n-bp Bit-rate PSNR Bit-rate PSNR Bit-rate PSNR 

0 0,000 0,00 0,000 0,00 0,000 0,00 

1 0,074 9,74 0,059 13,31 0,161 14,23 

2 0,078 12,58 0,078 16,99 0,181 18,20 

3 0,096 16,27 0,144 21,13 0,246 22,15 

4 0,155 20,54 0,286 24,60 0,387 25,36 

5 0,284 24,32 0,563 28,51 0,666 28,92 

6 0,539 28,38 1,098 33,28 1,211 33,57 

7 1,031 33,14 1,852 37,15 1,971 37,36 

8 1,748 37,11 3,019 39,99 3,124 40,23 

9 2,915 39,94 4,260 41,96 4,353 42,24 

10 4,160 41,90 5,419 Infinite 5,499 Infinite 

11 5,322 Infinite     

 

Table 15 – Bit rate vs PSNR for solution D coding Cameraman image (block size comparison) 

 

 

 

 Fig. 34 – Results for solution D coding Cameraman image 
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6.5. Summary results 

Finally, the comparison between the different methods proposed as well as with the 

standard JPEG2000 is shown in the next figures for both images used. For solutions A, B and 

C, the tests which gave the best results are selected to compare them. For solution D, the test 

that corresponds to the same block size used in the selected tests from the other solutions 

(16x16), is taken for the comparison between proposed solutions.  

 

 Fig. 35 – Comparison between solutions for Lena image 

 

  Fig. 36 – Comparison between solutions for Cameraman image
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7. Discussion 

 

7.1. Evolution of solution A 

Solution A.2 presents a very important improvement respect solution A.1. It was 

expected since, in solution A.1, not important information is sent together to important 

information, and they are not really being ordered according their importance. In solution A.2 

(Fig.25) the obtained results show that initially the PSNR is growing quickly whereas the bit-

rate grows very slowly. This is because biggest wavelets coefficients coincide with the 

coefficients that are most important in the wavelet synthesis. It is not casual but the filter bank 

selected for the wavelet transform is the responsible of this coincidence. Therefore, it is 

possible to achieve a relatively big PSNR with a very small bit-rate. Then, we can conclude 

that the priority criteria established in solution A.2 is much better than solution A.1.  

Solution A and solution A.2 provide close results, but a small improvement is achieved 

in solution A. As exposed in section 4, random signals are not compressible and is shown in 

table 9 that by not applying CS to the signals that are expected to be random, the bit rate 

improves slightly. 

7.2. Block size discussion 

When applying the wavelet transform it is possible to decide how many iterations we 

want to carry out in the analysis process. Depending on the number of iterations the size of the 

low pass image and wavelet sub-blocks change. Hence it is possible to work with different 
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block sizes just using a different number of wavelet iterations. When working with smaller 

blocks, the low pass image to transmit without compression is smaller as well, but at the same 

time it is necessary to send the sparsity of each bp of each block, and obviously, a smaller 

block size implies that much more sparsity information must be sent. Moreover, a smaller 

block size implies that the matrix which contains the most significant bit of each block is 

bigger, and then, the bit-rate increases. 

When using an smaller block size, the matrix which contains the most significant bit of 

each block is nearer to the most significant bit of each coefficient from this block. Therefore, 

when applying the priority criteria, the information coded in each bp is selected more 

accurately. However, this is an inconvenient for the sparsity of the signal, which is absolutely 

necessary to be able to compress the signal using CS. 

Sizes 16x16=256 and 32x32=1024 are the ones that provides the best relation in the 

compromise exposed, and at the same time generates vectors whose length are appropriate to 

apply CS. These are the sizes selected to test solutions A and B. Results obtained in sections 

6.1 and 6.2 show that significant better results are obtained for a block size of 256 in solution 

A and solution B. 

Concerning the block size in solution C have been tested two different sizes. In case of 

solution C the computational time required to compute the coding and decoding processes is 

very big. Hence, using smaller block sizes the time is considerably reduced, but at the same 

time if the size is too small the bit-rate grows because of the sparsity information. Finally, 

sizes selected in this case are 8x8=64 and 16x16=256. In section 6.3 is shown that both sizes 

provides very similar curves PSNR - Bit-rate. However, the block size 16x16 is the one that 

gives better results as with solutions A and B. 
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Solution D has been implemented to get an idea of the relation bit-rate-PSNR that we 

would obtain with traditional methods. So is the purpose of this solution to obtain the results 

using the block sizes chosen in the others solutions. In 6.4 we can see that there are not big 

differences between using blocks of 8x8, 16x16 or 32x32, but it is shown that a little 

improvement is obtained when the block size is smaller.      

7.3. Solutions comparison 

From results presented in section 6, it is determined that test results associated with a 

block size of 16x16 pixels are selected to compare solutions A, B and C. Consequently, from 

the set of tests done with solution D, the one that corresponds to the 16x16 block size is taken 

for the comparison although it is not the best one. Finally, results we would get with the 

widely used standard for image compression, JPEG2000, is used as well in order to know if 

the methods that have been proposed can provide any profit respect it, or if they are in the 

same magnitude. 

There are some common characteristics in all methods. All of them start growing 

quickly the PSNR for a very small bit-rate. This is because in all solutions the determination of 

which information is more important, and therefore is sent in first term, has been correctly 

established. Then, depending on the efficiency of each method the divergence between the 

several curves becomes larger. 

Firstly, let us consider both methods based on CS (A and B). Solution A provides 

better results than B as we can see in Fig 35 and 36. When applying CS onto integers or onto 

binary values, the number of measurements coincides if the sparsity is equal. Nevetheless, the 

number of bits required to transmit the measurements is bigger in B because the resulting inner 

product is much bigger if the coefficients are not binary. Then, the rank of values is bigger and 
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the entropy of the measurements increases as well. As a result, in solution B there is a cost in 

the bit-rate for transmit the whole coefficient. It would not be required if the original image is 

not expected to be obtained after the decoder process. Thus, there is a disturbance of the 

priority that explains why both curves in the beginning are separating and then, when the 

number of bp transmitted (n-bp) is near to 10 (perfect recovery for solution A) the curves 

come together again. Anyway, independently the value of n-bp, solution A always needs a 

smaller bit-rate to reach a determined value of PSNR than solution B. 

Let us consider now solution C. The combinatorial method provides a very important 

improvement respect solutions based on CS. Remember that solution C emerges trying to 

complement solution A with some extra information, which would have allowed reducing the 

number of measurements. However, the combinatorial process does not use the CS technique 

anywhere, and achieves much better results, as is explained in section 5.3.4, than solutions A 

and B. Then, the gain in terms of bit-rate by using the combinatorial method instead of 

solution A increases as n-bp increases. This is because every time that CS is used to code each 

bp of each block a loss is produced in comparison with coding it using the combinatorial 

coder. 

When comparing solutions A, B and C with solution D, which basically applies an 

entropy coder, we can realize that methods based on CS are not providing a good compression 

rate.  In case of solution C, surprisingly we can observe that both curves (C and D) are 

practically superimposed when n-bp is small, and a little improvement respect solution D is 

achieved using the combinatorial method. 

In conclusion, solution C is the one from the set of methods proposed that obtains 

better results, even better compression rate than the entropic coder. 
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Finally, in figures 35 and 36 is shown that all proposed solutions are worse than the 

standard JPEG2000. However, solution C is very near to results which comes from JPEG2000 

when the value of the PSNR is not very high ( PSNR<35dB approx). When the PSNR 

becomes very high, the difference to the solution C is much larger. Finally, note that for high 

PSNR, although results are worse, they are in the same magnitude. Even methods based on CS 

which presents much worse results than the standard JPEG2000 are in the same magnitude.
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8. Conclusion 

 

From the results and discussion presented one can conclude that CS-based methods do 

not offer good enough compression rates to reach standard methods such as JPEG 2000. This 

is because a basic principle for the implementation of CS is that the signal must be sparse. The 

problem is that when subblocks and different bit planes within each subblock are generated, 

there are many signals that are not sparse and therefore, compression with CS is not feasible. 

In particular, the solution which is applied to the binary signals has better compression ratio 

than the solution B onto integers. 

Solution C, which emerged trying to improve solution A, provides very near results to 

the entropic method D, even a little improvement is achieved when using the combinatorial 

method instead of solution D. It brings a real and important improvement respect CS methods, 

and one can conclude that always coding a signal using CS is worse than using the 

combinatorial coder. Results from C are similar to JPEG2000 when the PSNR desired in the 

recovered image is not too big. Nevertheless, when the last bp are transmitted, they are very 

random and no compression is possible. Then, the difference becomes more significant and C 

is not so efficient. 

Note that standards like JPEG have been widely studied and experimented, in contrast 

with CS, which is a relatively new idea in image compression, and the combinatorial method. 

Hence, it is not possible to conclude that CS is not able to obtain results close to common 

standards such as JPEG2000, but according to the results obtained in A and B, we can 
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determine that proposed methods based on CS are not good enough. Future works onto any of 

the proposed solutions may probably find better results if they are able to transform the image 

into another transform domain in which the signal is more sparse, and therefore, more 

compressible. In this case CS and solution C might reach better results. 
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Appendices  

Appendix A: Software Code Solution A 

SolutionA_Encoder.m 

function [app, MSB, Sparsity, Y, BitRate] = SolutionA_Encoder(FileName, Level, nbp) 
  
% ENCODER PROCES 
%input:     Filename : Name of the image file  
%           Level : Number of wavelet transform ite rations (3->32x32=1024, 4->16x16=1024)  
%           nbp : number of bit-planes transmitted  
% 
% output:   app : approximation image or low pass i mage 
%           MSB : matrix where we save the most sig nificant bit of every block  
%           Sparsity : matrix where we save the num ber of nonzeros of each bit-plane of each block  
%           Y : vector that contains the measuremen ts, signs and MEB information  
%           BitRate : resulting bit-rate in the enc oder process  
  
tic;  
  
O_I = double(imread(FileName));  
  
%Wavelet Transform  
Filters='9.7';  
LS = liftwave(Filters,'Int2Int');  
[WT_I,Sz]=Encoder_WaveletTransform_Int2Int(O_I,Leve l,LS);    
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app=WT_I(1:Sz(1,1),1:Sz(1,2));        % approximati on image  
  
%Encoding process  
[MSB,Sparsity,Y,BitRate]=SolutionA_EncodingProcess( WT_I,Level,nbp);  
  
toc;  
  
end  
 

SolutionA_EncodingProcess.m 

function [ MSB, Sparsity, Y, BitRate] = SolutionA_EncodingProcess(WT_I, Level, nbp) 
  
% input     WT_I: Wavelet Transform Image  
%           Level : number of wavelet decomposition s    
%           nbp : number of bit planes we want to p roject onto random basis            
% 
% output:   MSB : matrix where we save the Most Sig nificant Bit of every block  
%           Sparsity : matrix where we save the num ber of nonzeros of each bit-plane of each block  
%           Y : vector that contains the measuremen ts, signs and MEB information  
%           BitRate : resulting bit-rate in the enc oder process  
  
% Initialization  
rows=size(WT_I,1)/2^Level;     %rows : indicates th e number of rows of each sub-block    
columns=size(WT_I,2)/2^Level;  %columns : indicates  the number of columns of each sub-block  
Y = [];  
Sparsity=zeros(nbp,2^Level,2^Level);  
V = zeros(1,rows*columns);        
MSB_Founded=zeros(size(WT_I));   
LengthSignInf=0;  
LengthMEBInf=0;  
Sparsitylength=0;  
CompressedLength=0;  
NotCompressedLength=0;  
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%Generating of the auxiliar matrix MSB with the Mos t Significant Bit in every block  
MSB=zeros(2^Level,2^Level);  
for j=1:+1:2^Level   
    for i=1:+1:2^Level  
        if j<2 && i<2  
            continue;  
        end  
        bigcoeff=max(max(abs(WT_I(rows*(j-1)+1:rows *j,columns*(i-1)+1:columns*i))));  
        if bigcoeff==0  
            bigcoeff=bigcoeff+1;  
        end  
        MSB(j,i)=floor(log2(bigcoeff))+1;  
    end  
end  
  
%We load the matrix of the orthogonal random signal s  
randn('state', 0);       %We introduce the default seed of the normal pseudorandom generator  
RBM_AUX=randn(rows*columns,rows*columns);  
RBM_AUX=orth(RBM_AUX')';  
RBM_AUX=RBM_AUX(2:rows*columns,:);  
threshold=0;  
for j=1:+1:rows*columns-1             
    for i=1:+1:rows*columns  
        if(RBM_AUX(j,i)>threshold)  
            RBM_AUX(j,i)=1;  
        else RBM_AUX(j,i)=-1;  
        end  
    end  
end  
  
%Encoding process  
for bp=max(max(MSB)):-1:max(max(MSB))-nbp+1  
     
    BitsMaxEnt='';   
    SignInformation='';  
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    Y_aux=[];  
    for b=1:+1:max(max(MSB))-bp+1  
        for c=1:+1:Level  
            for j=1:+1:2^(c-1)  
                for i=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                    [Sparsity,Y,Y_aux,BitsMaxEnt,MS B_Founded,SignInformation,NotCompressedLength]=Proj ectionProcess( 
MSB,Sparsity,Y,RBM_AUX,Y_aux,WT_I,BitsMaxEnt,MSB_Fo unded,SignInformation,NotCompressedLength,V,bp,b,j, i,rows,columns);  
                end  
            end  
            for j=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                for i=1:+1:2^(c-1)  
                    [Sparsity,Y,Y_aux,BitsMaxEnt,MS B_Founded,SignInformation,NotCompressedLength]=Proj ectionProcess( 
MSB,Sparsity,Y,RBM_AUX,Y_aux,WT_I,BitsMaxEnt,MSB_Fo unded,SignInformation,NotCompressedLength,V,bp,b,j, i,rows,columns);  
 
                end  
            end  
            for j=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                for i=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                    [Sparsity,Y,Y_aux,BitsMaxEnt,MS B_Founded,SignInformation,NotCompressedLength]=Proj ectionProcess( 
MSB,Sparsity,Y,RBM_AUX,Y_aux,WT_I,BitsMaxEnt,MSB_Fo unded,SignInformation,NotCompressedLength,V,bp,b,j, i,rows,columns);  
                end  
            end  
        end  
    end  
         
    %Creating the coefficients corresponding to the  maximum entropy bits before adding them to Y  
    LengthMEBInf=LengthMEBInf+length(BitsMaxEnt);  
    if mod(length(BitsMaxEnt),8)~=0  
        for p=mod(length(BitsMaxEnt),8)+1:+1:8  
            BitsMaxEnt(length(BitsMaxEnt)+1)='0';  
        end  
    end  
    AUX=[];  
    for p=1:+1:length(BitsMaxEnt)/8;  
        AUX(p)=bin2dec(BitsMaxEnt((p-1)*8+1:p*8));  
    end     
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    Y=[Y(:)' AUX];  
     
    %Introducing sign information  
    LengthSignInf=LengthSignInf+length(SignInformat ion);  
    if mod(length(SignInformation),8)~=0  
        for p=mod(length(SignInformation),8)+1:+1:8  
            SignInformation(length(SignInformation) +1)='1';  
        end  
    end  
    AUX=[];  
    for p=1:+1:length(SignInformation)/8;  
        AUX(p)=bin2dec(SignInformation((p-1)*8+1:p* 8));  
    end  
    Y=[Y(:)' AUX];  
     
    [SC]=SparsityCoder(Sparsity,MSB,Level,bp);  
    Sparsitylength=Sparsitylength+SC;  
    ent=GetEntropy(Y_aux);  
    CompressedLength=CompressedLength+ent*length(Y_ aux);    
end  
  
%Calculating the Bit Rate  
MaxBpLowPass=floor(log2(max(max(abs(WT_I(1:rows,1:c olumns))))))+1;  
MSB_length=((2^Level)^2)*ceil(log2(max(max(MSB))));  
BitRate=(CompressedLength+NotCompressedLength+Lengt hSignInf+LengthMEBInf+Sparsitylength+rows*columns*M axBpLowPass+MSB
_length)/(size(WT_I,1)*size(WT_I,2));  
  
end  
  
function [Sparsity,Y,Y_aux,BitsMaxEnt,MSB_Founded,SignInformation,NotCompressedLength]=ProjectionProcess(MSB,Sparsity, 
Y,RBM_AUX,Y_aux,WT_I,BitsMaxEnt,MSB_Founded,SignInformation,NotCompressedLength,V,bp,b,j,i,rows,columns) 
     
    if MSB(j,i)-bp+1==b           
        if rows==16  
            CS_threshold=10;  
            Lim=5;  
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        else if rows==32  
                CS_threshold=33;  
                Lim=10;  
            end  
        end  
        S=0;  
        V_NO_CS = zeros(1,rows*columns);  
        BitsMaxEnt_aux='';  
        aux_MSB_Founded=MSB_Founded(rows*(j-1)+1:ro ws*j,columns*(i-1)+1:columns*i);  
        for n=1:+1:rows        
            for k=1:+1:columns                     
                str=dec2bin(abs(WT_I(rows*(j-1)+n,c olumns*(i-1)+k)),MSB(j,i));  
                a=str2double(str(b));  
                V_NO_CS(columns*(n-1)+k)=a;  
                if MSB_Founded(rows*(j-1)+n,columns *(i-1)+k)==1                     
                    a=0;                                          
                    BitsMaxEnt_aux(length(BitsMaxEn t_aux)+1)=str(b);                     
                else  
                    if a==1  
                        MSB_Founded(rows*(j-1)+n,co lumns*(i-1)+k)=1;   
                        S=S+1;  
                        if sign(WT_I(rows*(j-1)+n,c olumns*(i-1)+k))==+1  
                            SignInformation(length( SignInformation)+1)='1';  
                        else  
                            SignInformation(length( SignInformation)+1)='0';  
                        end  
                    end  
                end                    
                V(columns*(n-1)+k)=a;  
             end  
        end  
  
        N=rows*columns-length(nonzeros(aux_MSB_Foun ded));  
        it_bp=mod(-bp,max(max(MSB))+1);  
        
        if S*rows*columns/N>=CS_threshold                   
            S=length(nonzeros(V_NO_CS));  
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            NotCompressedLength=NotCompressedLength +rows*columns;  
        else  
            BitsMaxEnt=[BitsMaxEnt,BitsMaxEnt_aux];  
        end  
        Sparsity(it_bp,j,i)=S;  
                 
        if S~=0 && S*rows*columns/N<CS_threshold  
            if S*rows*columns/N >= Lim && S*rows*co lumns/N < CS_threshold  
                rankRBM=floor(4.8*S*log10(N/S));  
            end             
            if S*rows*columns/N >= 2 && S*rows*colu mns/N < Lim  
                rankRBM=floor(5.3*S*log10(N/S));  
            end  
            if S == 1  
                rankRBM=floor(6.5*S*log10(N/S));  
            end    
  
            RBM=RBM_AUX(1:rankRBM,:);   
            Proj=RBM*V';  
            Y=[Y(:)' Proj'];    
            Y_aux=[Y_aux(:)' Proj'];             
        else  
            if S*rows*columns/N >= CS_threshold    
                AUX=zeros(1,rows*columns/8);  
                string_aux=num2str(V_NO_CS);  
                for it=1+1:rows*columns  
                    string_aux(it)=string_aux((it-1 )*3+1);  
                end  
                string_aux=string_aux(1:rows*column s);  
                for it=1:+1:rows*columns/8                     
                    AUX(it)=bin2dec(string_aux((it- 1)*8+1:it*8));  
                end  
                Y=[Y(:)' AUX];  
            end  
        end  
    end  
end  
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SolutionA_Decoder.m 

function [Dec_I,WT_I_REC,psnr,psnr_r] = SolutionA_Decoder(FileName,app,MSB,Sparsity,Y,Level,nbp) 
  
% DECODER PROCES 
%input:    Filename : Name of the image file  
%          app : approximation image or low pass im age  
%          MSB : matrix where we save the most sign ificant bit of every block  
%          Sparsity : matrix where we save the numb er of nonzeros of each bit-plane of each block  
%          Y : vector that contains the measurement s, signs and MEB information  
%          Level : Number of wavelet transform iter ations (3->32x32=1024, 4->16x16=1024)  
%          nbp : number of bit-planes transmitted  
  
%output:    
%          Dec_I : decoded image  
%          WT_I_REC : Wavelet transform image recov ered  
%          psnr: peak signal to noise ratio  
%          psnr_r: peak signal to noise ratio respe ct the best possible reconstruction  
  
tic;  
%Initializing  
height=256;  
width=256;  
  
%Recovering of the wavelet transform image  
[WT_I_REC]=SolutionA_DecodingProcess(MSB,Sparsity,h eight/2^Level,width/2^Level,app,nbp,Y,Level);  
  
%Creation of wavelet filters  
Filters='9.7';      % Filters we use in the wavelet  transform  
LS = liftwave(Filters,'Int2Int');       
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%Wavelet reconstruction  
[Dec_I]=Decoder_WaveletTransform_Int2Int(WT_I_REC, height, width, Level, LS);  
  
%Calculating PSNR  
[psnr] = PSNR(FileName,Dec_I, 256);  
O_I = double(imread(FileName));       
[WT_I]=Encoder_WaveletTransform_Int2Int(O_I,Level,L S);   
[psnr_r] = PSNR_R(WT_I, Dec_I, 256, max(max(MSB)),h eight,width,Filters,nbp,Level);  
  
toc;  
  
end  
 
 
SolutionA_DecodingProcess.m 

function [WT_I_REC] = SolutionA_DecodingProcess(MSB, Sparsity, rows, columns, app, nbp, Y, Level) 
                                                                                                                           
% input:  
%           MSB : matrix where we save the most sig nificant bit of every block  
%           Sparsity : matrix where we save the num ber of nonzeros of each bit-plane of each block  
%           rows : indicates the number of rows of each sub-block           
%           columns : indicates the number of colum ns of each sub-block  
%           app : approximation image or low pass i mage 
%           nbp : number of bit-planes transmitted  
%           Y : vector that contains the measuremen ts, signs and MEB information  
%           Level : Number of wavelet transform ite rations (3->32x32=1024, 4->16x16=1024)  
  
% output:   WT_I_REC : Wavelet Transform Image Reco vered  
% 
  
% Initialization  
height = size(MSB,1)*rows;  
width = size(MSB,2)*columns;  
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WT_I_REC = zeros(height,width);  
MSB_Founded = zeros(height,width);  
N=zeros(2^Level,2^Level);  
  
%We load the matrix of the orthogonal random signal s  
randn('state', 0);       %We introduce the default seed of the normal pseudorandom generator  
RBM_AUX=randn(rows*columns,rows*columns);  
RBM_AUX=orth(RBM_AUX')';  
RBM_AUX=RBM_AUX(2:rows*columns,:);  
threshold=0;  
for j=1:+1:rows*columns-1             
    for i=1:+1:rows*columns  
        if(RBM_AUX(j,i)>threshold)  
            RBM_AUX(j,i)=1;  
        else RBM_AUX(j,i)=-1;  
        end  
    end  
end  
  
%Decoding process  
pos=0;  
  
for bp=max(max(MSB)):-1:max(max(MSB))-nbp+1  
    numSigns=0;  
    for b=1:+1:max(max(MSB))-bp+1  
     
        for c=1:+1:Level  
            for j=1:+1:2^(c-1)  
                for i=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                    [WT_I_REC,pos,MSB_Founded,numSi gns,N]=RecoverProcess(MSB,Sparsity,Y,RBM_AUX,WT_I_R EC,pos, 
MSB_Founded,numSigns,N,bp,b,nbp,j,i,rows,columns);  
                end  
            end  
            for j=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                for i=1:+1:2^(c-1)  
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                    [WT_I_REC,pos,MSB_Founded,numSi gns,N]=RecoverProcess(MSB,Sparsity,Y,RBM_AUX,WT_I_R EC,pos, 
MSB_Founded,numSigns,N,bp,b,nbp,j,i,rows,columns);  
                end  
            end  
            for j=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                for i=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                    [WT_I_REC,pos,MSB_Founded,numSi gns,N]=RecoverProcess(MSB,Sparsity,Y,RBM_AUX,WT_I_R EC,pos, 
MSB_Founded,numSigns,N,bp,b,nbp,j,i,rows,columns);  
                end  
            end  
        end  
  
    end  
                                       
    [WT_I_REC,pos]=AddMaxEnrropyBits(WT_I_REC,Y,MSB ,Sparsity,N,pos,bp,nbp,Level,rows,columns);    
    [WT_I_REC,pos]=AddSignInformation(WT_I_REC,Y,MS B,pos,bp,nbp,Level,rows,columns,numSigns);     
       
end  
  
%approximation introduction  
WT_I_REC(1:rows,1:columns)=app;  
  
end   
   
function [WT_I_REC,pos,MSB_Founded,numSigns,N]=RecoverProcess(MSB,Sparsity,Y,RBM_AUX,WT_I_REC,pos,MSB_Founded, 
numSigns,N,bp,b,nbp,j,i,rows,columns) 
  
    if MSB(j,i)-bp+1==b  
        if rows==16  
            CS_threshold=10;  
            Lim=5;  
        else if rows==32  
                CS_threshold=33;  
                Lim=10;  
            end  
        end  
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        it_bp=mod(-bp,max(max(MSB))+1);  
        N(j,i)=rows*columns-length(nonzeros(MSB_Fou nded(rows*(j-1)+1:rows*j,columns*(i-1)+1:columns*i) ));  
        S=Sparsity(it_bp,j,i);  
  
        if S > 0 && S*rows*columns/N(j,i) < CS_thre shold             
            if S*rows*columns/N(j,i) >= Lim && S*ro ws*columns/N(j,i) < CS_threshold  
                rankRBM=floor(4.8*S*log10(N(j,i)/S) );  
            end             
            if S*rows*columns/N(j,i) >= 2 && S*rows *columns/N(j,i) < Lim  
                rankRBM=floor(5.3*S*log10(N(j,i)/S) );  
            end  
            if S == 1  
                rankRBM=floor(6.5*S*log10(N(j,i)/S) );  
            end  
            y=(Y(pos+1:pos+rankRBM))';   
            pos=pos+rankRBM;             
            RBM=RBM_AUX(1:rankRBM,:);  
             
            for n=rows:-1:1         
                for k=columns:-1:1  
                    if MSB_Founded(rows*(j-1)+n,col umns*(i-1)+k)==1  
                        RBM=[RBM(1:size(RBM,1),1:(n -1)*columns+k-1),RBM(1:size(RBM,1),(n-1)*columns+k+ 1:size(RBM,2))];  
                    end  
                end  
            end  
            
            V_App=RBM'*y;             
            V_Rec=l1eq_pd(V_App,RBM,[],y,1e-3);  
            V_Rec_complete=false;  
        else  
            if S*rows*columns/N(j,i) >= CS_threshol d   
                V_Rec = zeros(rows*columns,1);  
                str='';  
                AUX=Y(pos+1:pos+rows*columns/8);  
                pos=pos+rows*columns/8;  
                for it=1:+1:rows*columns/8  
                    str(8*(it-1)+1:8*it)=dec2bin(AU X(it),8);  
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                end  
                for it=1:+1:rows*columns  
                    V_Rec(it)=str2double(str(it));  
                end                 
            else  
                if S == 0  
                    V_Rec = zeros(rows*columns,1);                     
                end  
            end  
            V_Rec_complete=true;  
        end    
         
        if V_Rec_complete==false  
            for n=1:+1:rows         
                for k=1:+1:columns  
                    if MSB_Founded(rows*(j-1)+n,col umns*(i-1)+k)==1  
                        V_Rec=[V_Rec(1:(n-1)*column s+k-1);0;V_Rec((n-1)*columns+k:size(V_Rec,1))];  
                    end  
                end  
            end  
        end         
                 
        for n=1:+1:rows         
            for k=1:+1:columns                                   
                if V_Rec(columns*(n-1)+k)>0.5 && MS B_Founded(rows*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k)==0  
                    WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n,columns*( i-1)+k)=2^(bp-1);  
                    MSB_Founded(rows*(j-1)+n,column s*(i-1)+k)=1;  
                    numSigns=numSigns+1;  
                    if bp==max(max(MSB))-nbp+1 && b p~=1  
                        WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n,colum ns*(i-1)+k)=WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k)+ 2^(bp-2);  
                    end  
                else            
                    if MSB_Founded(rows*(j-1)+n,col umns*(i-1)+k)==1 && S*rows*columns/N(j,i) >= CS_thr eshold  
                        if V_Rec(columns*(n-1)+k)>0 .5  
                            WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n,c olumns*(i-1)+k)=WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1) +k)+2^(bp-1)* 
sign(WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k));                         
                        end  
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                        if bp==max(max(MSB))-nbp+1 && bp~=1 && abs(WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1) +k)) > 0  
                            WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n,c olumns*(i-1)+k)=WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1) +k)+2^(bp-2)* 
sign(WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k));  
                        end  
                    end                      
                end  
            end  
        end  
    end  
end  
  
  
function [WT_I_REC,pos]=AddMaxEnrropyBits(WT_I_REC,Y,MSB,Sparsity,N,pos,bp,nbp,Level,rows,columns) 
     
    CS_threshold=10;     
    numBits=0;  
    it_bp=mod(-bp,max(max(MSB))+1);    
    for j=1:+1:2^Level  
        for i=1:+1:2^Level  
            if (j<2 && i<2)||MSB(j,i)<=bp || Sparsi ty(it_bp,j,i)*rows*columns/N(j,i)>=CS_threshold    
                continue;  
            end  
            for n=1:+1:rows  
                for k=1:+1:columns  
                    if abs(WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n,co lumns*(i-1)+k))>=2^bp  
                        numBits=numBits+1;  
                    end  
                end  
            end  
        end  
    end  
  
    numBytes=floor((numBits-1)/8)+1;  
    AUX=[];  
    str='';  
    pos_aux=1;  
    AUX=Y(pos+1:pos+numBytes);  
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    for j=1:+1:numBytes  
        str(8*(j-1)+1:8*j)=dec2bin(AUX(j),8);  
    end  
    pos=pos+numBytes;  
    for b=2:+1:nbp  
        for c=1:+1:Level    
            for j=1:+1:2^(c-1)  
                for i=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                    if MSB(j,i)==bp+b-1 && Sparsity (it_bp,j,i)*rows*columns/N(j,i)<CS_threshold   
                        for n=1:+1:rows         
                            for k=1:+1:columns                                 
                                if abs(WT_I_REC(row s*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k))>=2^bp  
                                    WT_I_REC(rows*( j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k)=WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n,colum ns*(i-1)+k)+ 
2^(bp-1)*str2double(str(pos_aux))*sign(WT_I_REC(row s*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k));  
                                    pos_aux=pos_aux +1;  
                                    if bp==max(max( MSB))-nbp+1 && bp~=1  
                                        WT_I_REC(ro ws*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k)=WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n,c olumns*(i-1)+ 
k)+2^(bp-2)*sign(WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1 )+k));  
                                    end  
                                end                                 
                            end  
                        end  
                     
                    end  
                end  
            end  
            for j=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                for i=1:+1:2^(c-1)  
                    if MSB(j,i)==bp+b-1 && Sparsity (it_bp,j,i)*rows*columns/N(j,i)<CS_threshold   
                        for n=1:+1:rows         
                            for k=1:+1:columns                                       
                                if abs(WT_I_REC(row s*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k))>=2^bp                                     
                                    WT_I_REC(rows*( j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k)=WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n,colum ns*(i-1)+k)+ 
2^(bp-1)*str2double(str(pos_aux))*sign(WT_I_REC(row s*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k));  
                                    pos_aux=pos_aux +1;  
                                    if bp==max(max( MSB))-nbp+1 && bp~=1  
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                                        WT_I_REC(ro ws*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k)=WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n,c olumns*(i-1)+ 
k)+2^(bp-2)*sign(WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1 )+k));  
                                    end  
                                end                                 
                            end  
                        end  
                    end  
                end  
            end  
            for j=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                for i=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                    if MSB(j,i)==bp+b-1 && Sparsity (it_bp,j,i)*rows*columns/N(j,i)<CS_threshold    
                        for n=1:+1:rows         
                            for k=1:+1:columns             
                                if abs(WT_I_REC(row s*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k))>=2^bp  
                                    WT_I_REC(rows*( j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k)=WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n,colum ns*(i-1)+k)+ 
2^(bp-1)*str2double(str(pos_aux))*sign(WT_I_REC(row s*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k));  
                                    pos_aux=pos_aux +1;  
                                    if bp==max(max( MSB))-nbp+1 && bp~=1  
                                        WT_I_REC(ro ws*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k)=WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n,c olumns*(i-1)+ 
k)+2^(bp-2)*sign(WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1 )+k));  
                                    end  
                                end  
                            end  
                        end  
                    end  
                end  
            end  
        end  
    end  
    end   
  
  
function [WT_I_REC,pos]=AddSignInformation(WT_I_REC,Y,MSB,pos,bp,nbp,Level,rows,columns,numSigns) 
        
    numBytes=floor((numSigns-1)/8)+1;  
    AUX=[];  
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    str='';  
    pos_aux=1;     
    AUX=Y(pos+1:pos+numBytes);  
    for j=1:+1:numBytes  
        str(8*(j-1)+1:8*j)=dec2bin(AUX(j),8);  
    end  
    pos=pos+numBytes;  
     
    upthreshold=2^bp;  
    downthreshold=2^(bp-1);  
    for b=1:+1:nbp  
        for c=1:+1:Level    
            for j=1:+1:2^(c-1)  
                for i=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                    if MSB(j,i)==bp+b-1  
                        for n=1:+1:rows         
                            for k=1:+1:columns                                    
                                if WT_I_REC(rows*(j -1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k)<upthreshold && WT_I_REC(rows *(j-1)+n, 
columns*(i-1)+k)>=downthreshold  
                                    if str(pos_aux) =='0'  
                                        WT_I_REC(ro ws*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k)=-WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n, columns*(i-
1)+k);  
                                    end  
                                    pos_aux=pos_aux +1;  
                                end                                 
                            end  
                        end  
                     
                    end  
                end  
            end  
            for j=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                for i=1:+1:2^(c-1)  
                    if MSB(j,i)==bp+b-1  
                        for n=1:+1:rows         
                            for k=1:+1:columns                                             
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                                if WT_I_REC(rows*(j -1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k)<upthreshold && WT_I_REC(rows *(j-1)+n, 
columns*(i-1)+k)>=downthreshold  
                                    if str(pos_aux) =='0'  
                                        WT_I_REC(ro ws*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k)=-WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n, columns*(i-
1)+k);  
                                    end  
                                    pos_aux=pos_aux +1;  
                                end                                 
                            end  
                        end  
                    end  
                end  
            end  
            for j=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                for i=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                    if MSB(j,i)==bp+b-1  
                        for n=1:+1:rows         
                            for k=1:+1:columns             
                                if WT_I_REC(rows*(j -1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k)<upthreshold && WT_I_REC(rows *(j-1)+n, 
columns*(i-1)+k)>=downthreshold  
                                    if str(pos_aux) =='0'  
                                        WT_I_REC(ro ws*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k)=-WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n, columns*(i-
1)+k);  
                                    end  
                                    pos_aux=pos_aux +1;  
                                end  
                            end  
                        end  
                    end  
                end  
            end  
        end  
    end 

 
    end  
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Appendix B: Software Code Solution B 

SolutionB.m 

function [Dec_I, BitRate, psnr] = SolutionB(FileName, Level, nbp) 
  
%input:     Filename : Name of the image file  
%           Level : Number of wavelet transform ite rations (3->32x32=1024, 4->16x16=1024)  
%           nbp : number of bit-planes transmitted  
% 
% output:   Dec_I : decoded image  
%           BitRate : resulting bit-rate in the enc oder process  
%           psnr: peak signal to noise ratio  
  
tic;  
%Initializing  
O_I = double(imread(FileName));  
height=size(O_I,1);  
width=size(O_I,2);  
rows=height/2^Level;     %rows : indicates the numb er of rows of each sub-block    
columns=width/2^Level;   %columns : indicates the n umber of columns of each sub-block  
  
%Wavelet Transform  
Filters='9.7';  
LS = liftwave(Filters,'Int2Int');  
[WT_I]=Encoder_WaveletTransform_Int2Int(O_I,Level,L S);  
  
%Generating of the auxiliar matrix MSB with the Mos t Significant Bit in every block  
MSB=zeros(2^Level,2^Level);  
for j=1:+1:2^Level   
    for i=1:+1:2^Level   
        if j<2 && i<2    
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            continue;  
        end  
        bigcoeff=max(max(abs(WT_I(rows*(j-1)+1:rows *j,columns*(i-1)+1:columns*i))));  
        if bigcoeff==0  
            bigcoeff=bigcoeff+1;  
        end  
        MSB(j,i)=floor(log2(bigcoeff))+1;  
    end  
end  
  
%We load the matrix of the orthogonal random signal s  
randn('state', 0);       %We introduce the default seed of the normal pseudorandom generator  
RBM_AUX=randn(rows*columns,rows*columns);  
RBM_AUX=orth(RBM_AUX')';  
RBM_AUX=RBM_AUX(2:rows*columns,:);  
threshold=0;  
for j=1:+1:rows*columns-1             
    for i=1:+1:rows*columns  
        if(RBM_AUX(j,i)>threshold)  
            RBM_AUX(j,i)=1;  
        else RBM_AUX(j,i)=-1;  
        end  
    end  
end  
  
% Initialization  
Sparsity=zeros(nbp,2^Level,2^Level);  
MSB_Founded_enc=zeros(size(O_I,1),size(O_I,2));  
MSB_Founded_dec=zeros(size(O_I,1),size(O_I,2));  
MaxMSB=max(max(MSB));  
ent=zeros(MaxMSB,1);  
Measurements=zeros(MaxMSB,1);  
NotCompressedInf=zeros(MaxMSB,1);  
BitsRequired=zeros(MaxMSB+1,1);  
Sparsitylength=0;  
St=zeros(MaxMSB,1);           % Contains both, meas urements and not compressed inf  
St1=zeros(MaxMSB,1);          % Contains only measu rements  
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St2=zeros(MaxMSB,1);          % Contains only not c ompressed inf  
WT_I_Rec=zeros(size(O_I,1),size(O_I,2));  
  
% Encoding-Decoding process  
for bp=max(max(MSB)):-1:max(max(MSB))-nbp+1  
     
    it_bp=mod(-bp,max(max(MSB)))+1;  
    for b=1:+1:max(max(MSB))-bp+1         
        for c=1:+1:Level  
            for j=1:+1:2^(c-1)                 
                for i=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c                     
                    [WT_I_Rec,Sparsity,St,St1,St2,M SB_Founded_enc,MSB_Founded_dec,Measurements,NotComp ressedInf] = 
ProjectionProcess(WT_I,WT_I_Rec,MSB,RBM_AUX,Sparsit y,St,St1,St2,MSB_Founded_enc,MSB_Founded_dec,Measur ements,NotCompr
essedInf,nbp,bp,b,j,i,it_bp,rows,columns,MaxMSB);  
                end  
            end  
            for j=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                for i=1:+1:2^(c-1)  
                    [WT_I_Rec,Sparsity,St,St1,St2,M SB_Founded_enc,MSB_Founded_dec,Measurements,NotComp ressedInf] = 
ProjectionProcess(WT_I,WT_I_Rec,MSB,RBM_AUX,Sparsit y,St,St1,St2,MSB_Founded_enc,MSB_Founded_dec,Measur ements,NotCompr
essedInf,nbp,bp,b,j,i,it_bp,rows,columns,MaxMSB);  
                end  
            end  
            for j=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                for i=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                    [WT_I_Rec,Sparsity,St,St1,St2,M SB_Founded_enc,MSB_Founded_dec,Measurements,NotComp ressedInf] = 
ProjectionProcess(WT_I,WT_I_Rec,MSB,RBM_AUX,Sparsit y,St,St1,St2,MSB_Founded_enc,MSB_Founded_dec,Measur ements,NotCompr
essedInf,nbp,bp,b,j,i,it_bp,rows,columns,MaxMSB);  
                end  
            end  
        end  
    end  
    [SC]=SparsityCoder(Sparsity,MSB,Level,bp);  
    Sparsitylength=Sparsitylength+SC;  
end  
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%Calculating the bit-rate  
for bp=MaxMSB:-1:MaxMSB-nbp+1  
    it_bp=mod(-bp,MaxMSB)+1;  
    ent(it_bp)=GetEntropy(St1(it_bp,1:Measurements( it_bp)));  
    BitsRequired(it_bp)=ceil(Measurements(it_bp)*en t(it_bp))+NotCompressedInf(it_bp)*8;  
end  
BitsRequired(MaxMSB+1)=sum(BitsRequired(1:MaxMSB));  
MaxBpLowPass=floor(log2(max(max(abs(WT_I(1:rows,1:c olumns))))))+1;  
MSB_length=((2^Level)^2)*ceil(log2(max(max(MSB))));  
BitsRequired(MaxMSB+1)=BitsRequired(MaxMSB+1)+rows* columns*MaxBpLowPass+Sparsitylength+MSB_length;  
BitRate=BitsRequired(MaxMSB+1)/(size(WT_I,1)*size(W T_I,2));  
  
%Wavelet reconstruction  
WT_I_Rec(1:rows,1:columns)=WT_I(1:rows,1:columns);  
[Dec_I]=Decoder_WaveletTransform_Int2Int(WT_I_Rec,h eight,width,Level,LS);  
[psnr] = PSNR(FileName,Dec_I, 256);  
  
toc;  
  
end  
            
function [WT_I_Rec,Sparsity,St,St1,St2,MSB_Founded_enc,MSB_Founded_dec,Measurements,NotCompressedInf]=ProjectionProcess 
(WT_I,WT_I_Rec,MSB,RBM_AUX,Sparsity,St,St1,St2,MSB_Founded_enc,MSB_Founded_dec,Measurements,NotCompressedInf,nbp,bp,b, 
j,i,it_bp,rows,columns,MaxMSB) 
     
    if MSB(j,i)-bp+1==b && length(nonzeros(MSB_Foun ded_enc(rows*(j-1)+1:rows*j,columns*(i-1)+1:columns *i)))~=rows* 
columns  
        if rows==16  
            CS_threshold=[30,30,30,20,20,15,10,4,4, 4];  
            Lim=5;  
        else if rows==32  
                CS_threshold=[80,80,80,80,60,50,20, 15,15,15];  
                Lim=10;  
            end  
        end    
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        V = zeros(1,rows*columns);  
        V_RecInt = zeros(1,rows*columns);  
                        
        aux_matrix=MSB_Founded_enc(rows*(j-1)+1:row s*j,columns*(i-1)+1:columns*i);  
        for n=1:+1:rows        
            for k=1:+1:columns   
                if abs(WT_I(rows*(j-1)+n,columns*(i -1)+k)) >= 2^(bp-1) && abs(WT_I(rows*(j-1)+n,column s*(i-1)+k))<2^bp  
                    V(rows*(n-1)+k)=WT_I(rows*(j-1) +n,columns*(i-1)+k);  
                    aux_matrix(n,k)=1;  
                end  
            end  
        end   
  
        S=length(nonzeros(V));  
        Sparsity(it_bp,j,i)=S;  
        if S > 0 && S < CS_threshold(nbp)                
            MSB_Founded_enc(rows*(j-1)+1:rows*j,col umns*(i-1)+1:columns*i)=aux_matrix;  
            if S>=Lim && S< CS_threshold(nbp)  
                rankRBM=floor(4.8*S*log10(rows*colu mns/S));  
            end             
            if S>= 2 && S<Lim  
                rankRBM=floor(5.3*S*log10(rows*colu mns/S));  
            end  
            if S == 1  
                rankRBM=floor(6.5*S*log10(rows*colu mns/S));  
            end  
            RBM=RBM_AUX(1:rankRBM,:);             
            Y=RBM*V';  
        else  
            if S >= CS_threshold(nbp)   
                string_aux='';                     
                for n=1:+1:rows        
                    for k=1:+1:columns                              
                        if MSB_Founded_enc(rows*(j- 1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k)==0  
                            str=dec2bin(abs(WT_I(ro ws*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k)),MaxMSB);  
                            str=str(it_bp:MaxMSB);  
                            if sign(WT_I(rows*(j-1) +n,columns*(i-1)+k))==+1  
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                                str(length(str)+1)= '1';  
                            else  
                                str(length(str)+1)= '0';  
                            end  
                            string_aux=[string_aux, str];  
                        end  
                    end  
                end  
                MSB_Founded_enc(rows*(j-1)+1:rows*j ,columns*(i-1)+1:columns*i)=1;  
                AUX=[];  
                if mod(length(string_aux),8)~=0  
                    for p=mod(length(string_aux),8) +1:+1:8  
                        string_aux(length(string_au x)+1)='0';  
                    end  
                end  
                for p=1:+1:length(string_aux)/8;  
                    AUX(p)=bin2dec(string_aux((p-1) *8+1:p*8));  
                end  
                Y=AUX;  
            else  
                Y=[];  
            end  
        end  
             
        if S > 0 && S < CS_threshold(nbp)  
            V_App=RBM'*Y;    
            V_RecInt=l1eq_pd(V_App,RBM,[],Y,1e-3);  
            for iterator=1:+1:rows*columns  
                if abs(V_RecInt(iterator))<2^(bp-2)  
                    V_RecInt(iterator)=0;  
                end  
                if V_RecInt(iterator)~=0 && abs(V_R ecInt(iterator))<2^(bp-1)  
                    V_RecInt(iterator)=2^(bp-1)*sig n(V_RecInt(iterator));  
                    n=floor((iterator-1)/columns)+1 ;  
                    k=iterator-(n-1)*columns;  
                    MSB_Founded_dec(rows*(j-1)+n,co lumns*(i-1)+k)=1;  
                else  
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                    if abs(V_RecInt(iterator))>=2^( bp)  
                        V_RecInt(iterator)=(2^(bp)- 1)* sign(V_RecInt(iterator));  
                    else  
                        V_RecInt(iterator)=round(V_ RecInt(iterator));  
                    end  
                    if V_RecInt(iterator)~=0  
                        n=floor((iterator-1)/column s)+1;  
                        k=iterator-(n-1)*columns;  
                        MSB_Founded_dec(rows*(j-1)+ n,columns*(i-1)+k)=1;  
                    end  
                end  
            end  
              
            WT_I_Rec((j-1)*rows+1:j*rows,(i-1)*colu mns+1:i*columns)=WT_I_Rec((j-1)*rows+1:j*rows,(i-1) *columns+1:i* 
columns)+(reshape(V_RecInt,rows,columns))'; 

St(it_bp,Measurements(it_bp)+NotCompressedInf(it_bp )+1:Measurements(it_bp)+NotCompressedInf(it_bp)+len gth(
Y))=Y;   
            St1(it_bp,Measurements(it_bp)+1:Measure ments(it_bp)+length(Y))=Y;  
            Measurements(it_bp)=Measurements(it_bp) +rankRBM;   
        else  
            if S >= CS_threshold(nbp)    
                numCoeff=rows*columns-length(nonzer os(MSB_Founded_dec(rows*(j-1)+1:rows*j,columns*(i-1 )+1:columns*i)));  
                for iterator=1:+1:floor((numCoeff*( bp+1)-1)/8)+1  
                    string_aux(8*(iterator-1)+1:8*i terator)=dec2bin(Y(iterator),8);  
                end     
                for iterator=1:+1:numCoeff                         
                   V_RecInt(iterator)=bin2dec(strin g_aux((iterator-1)*(bp+1)+1:iterator*(bp+1)-1));  
                   if string_aux(iterator*(bp+1))== '0'  
                       V_RecInt(iterator)=-V_RecInt (iterator);  
                   end     
                end                                         
                pos_aux=1;  
                for n=1:+1:rows  
                    for k=1:+1:columns  
                        if MSB_Founded_dec(rows*(j- 1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k)==0                                 
                            WT_I_Rec(rows*(j-1)+n,c olumns*(i-1)+k)=V_RecInt(pos_aux);  
                            pos_aux=pos_aux+1;  
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                        end                     
                    end  
                end  
                MSB_Founded_dec(rows*(j-1)+1:rows*j ,columns*(i-1)+1:columns*i)=1;                     
                                                             

St(it_bp,Measurements(it_bp)+NotCompressedInf(it_bp )+1:Measurements(it_bp)+NotCompressedInf(it_bp)+ 
length(Y))=Y;  
                St2(it_bp,NotCompressedInf(it_bp)+1 :NotCompressedInf(it_bp)+length(Y))=Y;  
                NotCompressedInf(it_bp)=NotCompress edInf(it_bp)+length(Y);  
            end  
        end                
    end  
end 
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Appendix C: Software Code Solution C 

SolutionC_Encoder.m 

function [app, MSB, Sparsity, Y, BitRate] = SolutionC_Encoder(FileName, Level, nbp, nbp2) 
  
% ENCODER PROCES 
%input:     Filename : Name of the image file  
%           Level : Number of wavelet transform ite rations (3->32x32=1024, 4->16x16=1024)  
%           nbp : number of coded bit-planes  
%           nbp2 : number of transmitted but not co ded bit-planes  
% 
% output:   app : approximation image or low pass i mage 
%           MSB : matrix where we save the most sig nificant bit of every block  
%           Sparsity : matrix where we save the num ber of nonzeros of each bit-plane of each block  
%           Y : vector that contains the measuremen ts, signs and MEB information  
%           BitRate : resulting bit-rate in the enc oder process  
  
tic;  
O_I = double(imread(FileName));  
  
%Wavelet Transform  
Filters='9.7';      % Filters we want to use in the  wavelet transform    %9.7  
LS = liftwave(Filters,'Int2Int');       % Int2Int  
[WT_I,Sz]=Encoder_WaveletTransform_Int2Int(O_I,Leve l,LS);    
  
app=WT_I(1:Sz(1,1),1:Sz(1,2));        % approximati on matrix  
  
%Encoding process  
[MSB, Sparsity, Y, BitRate] = SolutionC_EncodingPro cess(WT_I, Level, nbp, nbp2);  
  
toc;  
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end 
 
 
SolutionC_EncodingProcess.m 

function [MSB, Sparsity, Y, BitRate] = SolutionC_EncodingProcess(WT_I, Level, nbp, nbp2) 
  
% input     WT_I: Wavelet Transform Image  
%           Level : number of wavelet decomposition s    
%           nbp : number of coded bit-planes  
%           nbp2 : number of transmitted but not co ded bit-planes      
% 
% output:   MSB : matrix where we save the Most Sig nificant Bit of every block  
%           Sparsity : matrix where we save the num ber of nonzeros of each bit-plane of each block  
%           Y : vector that contains the measuremen ts, signs and MEB information  
%           BitRate : resulting bit-rate in the enc oder process  
  
% Initialization  
rows=size(WT_I,1)/2^Level;     % rows : indicates t he number of rows of each sub-block  
columns=size(WT_I,2)/2^Level;  % columns : indicate s the number of columns of each sub-block  
Y = [];  
V = zeros(1,rows*columns);  
digits(80);  
numBits=0;  
MSB_Founded=zeros(size(WT_I));   
Sparsitylength=0;  
  
%Generating of the auxiliar matrix MSB with the Mos t Significant Bit in every block  
MSB=zeros(2^Level,2^Level);  
for j=1:+1:2^Level   
    for i=1:+1:2^Level   
        if j<2 && i<2  
            continue;  
        end  
        bigcoeff=max(max(abs(WT_I(rows*(j-1)+1:rows *j,columns*(i-1)+1:columns*i))));  
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        if bigcoeff==0  
            bigcoeff=bigcoeff+1;  
        end  
        MSB(j,i)=floor(log2(bigcoeff))+1;  
    end  
end  
  
%Encoding process  
Sparsity=zeros(max(max(MSB)),2^Level,2^Level);  
for bp=max(max(MSB)):-1:max(max(MSB))-nbp-nbp2+1  
     
    SignInformation='';  
    it_bp=mod(-bp,max(max(MSB))+1);  
    for b=1:+1:max(max(MSB))-bp+1  
                
        for c=1:+1:Level  
            for j=1:+1:2^(c-1)  
                for i=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c                     
                    [Y,Sparsity,numBits,SignInforma tion,MSB_Founded]=CombinatorialProcess(MSB,Y,Sparsi ty,WT_I, 
SignInformation,MSB_Founded,V,nbp,bp,b,j,i,it_bp,ro ws,columns,numBits);                     
                end                 
            end  
            for j=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                for i=1:+1:2^(c-1)  
                    [Y,Sparsity,numBits,SignInforma tion,MSB_Founded]=CombinatorialProcess(MSB,Y,Sparsi ty,WT_I, 
SignInformation,MSB_Founded,V,nbp,bp,b,j,i,it_bp,ro ws,columns,numBits);                      
                end                 
            end  
            for j=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                for i=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                    [Y,Sparsity,numBits,SignInforma tion,MSB_Founded]=CombinatorialProcess(MSB,Y,Sparsi ty,WT_I, 
SignInformation,MSB_Founded,V,nbp,bp,b,j,i,it_bp,ro ws,columns,numBits);  
                end  
            end  
        end  
    end  
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    Y=[Y(:)' SignInformation];    
    numBits=numBits+length(SignInformation);  
     
    [SC]=SparsityCoder(Sparsity,MSB,Level,bp);  
    Sparsitylength=Sparsitylength+SC;      
end  
  
%Calculating the Bit Rate  
MaxBpLowPass=floor(log2(max(max(abs(WT_I(1:rows,1:c olumns))))))+1;  
MSB_length=((2^Level)^2)*ceil(log2(max(max(MSB))));  
BitRate=(numBits+Sparsitylength+rows*columns*MaxBpL owPass+MSB_length)/(size(WT_I,1)*size(WT_I,2));  
  
end  
  
function [Y,Sparsity,numBits,SignInformation,MSB_Founded]=CombinatorialProcess(MSB,Y,Sparsity,WT_I,SignInformation, 
MSB_Founded,V,nbp,bp,b,j,i,it_bp,rows,columns,numBits) 
  
    if MSB(j,i)-bp+1==b  
        for n=1:+1:rows        
            for k=1:+1:columns             
                str=dec2bin(abs(WT_I(rows*(j-1)+n,c olumns*(i-1)+k)),MSB(j,i));            
                V(columns*(n-1)+k)=str2double(str(b ));  
                if str(b)=='1' && MSB_Founded(rows* (j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k)==0  
                    if sign(WT_I(rows*(j-1)+n,colum ns*(i-1)+k))==+1  
                        SignInformation(length(Sign Information)+1)='1';  
                    else  
                        SignInformation(length(Sign Information)+1)='0';  
                    end  
                    MSB_Founded(rows*(j-1)+n,column s*(i-1)+k)=1;  
                end  
             end  
        end  
         
        if bp>max(max(MSB))-nbp  
            S=length(nonzeros(V));  
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            Sparsity(it_bp,j,i)=S;  
            Length=rows*columns;  
            if S <= Length/2  
                LengthPos=floor(log10(prod(Length-S +1:Length)/prod(1:S)))+1;  
            else  
                LengthPos=floor(log10(prod(S+1:Leng th)/prod(1:Length-S)))+1;  
            end  
            if S~=0             
                Pos=vpa(1);  
                if S <= Length/2  
                    count=S;  
                    for it=1:+1:Length  
                       if V(it)==0  
                           if count>1  
                               Pos = vpa(round(vpa( vpa(Pos)+vpa(vpa(vpa(prod(vpa(Length-it-count+2):vp a(Length-it))))/ 
vpa(vpa(prod(vpa(1):vpa(count-1))))))));                
                           else  
                               Pos = vpa(round(vpa( vpa(Pos)+vpa(1))));              
                           end  
                       else  
                           count=count-1;  
                           if count==0  
                               break;  
                           end  
                       end       
                    end  
                else  
                    count=Length-S;  
                    for it=1:+1:Length  
                       if V(it)==1  
                           if count>1  
                               Pos = vpa(round(vpa( vpa(Pos)+vpa(vpa(vpa(prod(vpa(Length-it-count+2):vp a(Length-it))))/ 
vpa(vpa(prod(vpa(1):vpa(count-1))))))));  
                           else  
                               Pos = vpa(round(vpa( vpa(Pos)+vpa(1))));                
                           end  
                       else  
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                           count=count-1;  
                           if count==0  
                               break;  
                           end  
                       end       
                    end  
                end             
                Pos_str=GetStringFromSymbol(Pos,Len gthPos);  
                Y=[Y(:)' Pos_str];  
                numBits=numBits+LengthPos*log2(10);  
            end  
        else   
            Y=[Y(:)' V];   
            numBits=numBits+rows*columns;             
        end         
    end  
end  
 

SolutionC_Decoder.m 

function [Dec_I,psnr, psnr_r] = SolutionC_Decoder(FileName, app, MSB, Sparsity, Y, Level, nbp, nbp2) 
  
% DECODER PROCES 
%input:    Filename : Name of the image file  
%          app : approximation image or low pass im age  
%          MSB : matrix where we save the most sign ificant bit of every block  
%          Sparsity : matrix where we save the numb er of nonzeros of each bit-plane of each block  
%          Y : vector that contains the measurement s, signs and MEB information  
%          Level : Number of wavelet transform iter ations (3->32x32=1024, 4->16x16=1024)  
%          nbp : number of coded bit-planes  
%          nbp2 : number of transmitted but not cod ed bit-planes  
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%output:    
%          Dec_I : decoded image  
%          psnr: peak signal to noise ratio  
%          psnr_r: peak signal to noise ratio respe ct the best possible reconstruction  
  
tic;  
%Initializing  
height=256;  
width=256;  
  
%Recovering of the wavelet transform image  
[WT_I_REC]=SolutionC_DecodingProcess(MSB,Sparsity,h eight/2^Level,width/2^Level,app,nbp,nbp2,Y,Level);  
  
%Creation of wavelet filters  
Filters='9.7';  
LS = liftwave(Filters,'Int2Int');        
  
%Wavelet reconstruction  
[Dec_I]=Decoder_WaveletTransform_Int2Int(WT_I_REC, height, width, Level, LS);  
  
%Calculating PSNR  
[psnr] = PSNR(FileName, Dec_I, 256);  
O_I = double(imread(FileName));       
[WT_I]=Encoder_WaveletTransform_Int2Int(O_I,Level,L S);   
[psnr_r] = PSNR_R(WT_I, Dec_I, 256, max(max(MSB)),h eight,width,Filters,nbp,Level);  
  
toc;  
  
end  
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SolutionC_DecodingProcess.m 

function [WT_I_REC] = SolutionC_DecodingProcess(MSB, Sparsity, rows, columns, app, nbp, nbp2, Y, Level) 
                                                                                                                           
% input:  
%           MSB : matrix where we save the most sig nificant bit of every block  
%           Sparsity : matrix where we save the num ber of nonzeros of each bit-plane of each block  
%           rows : indicates the number of rows of each sub-block           
%           columns : indicates the number of colum ns of each sub-block  
%           app : approximation image or low pass i mage 
%           nbp : number of coded bit-planes  
%           nbp2 : number of transmitted but not co ded bit-planes  
%           Y : vector that contains the measuremen ts, signs and MEB information  
%           Level : Number of wavelet transform ite rations (3->32x32=1024, 4->16x16=1024)  
  
% output:   WT_I_REC : Wavelet Transform Image Reco vered  
% 
  
% Initialization  
height = size(MSB,1)*rows;  
width = size(MSB,2)*columns;  
WT_I_REC = zeros(height,width);  
MSB_Founded = zeros(height,width);  
  
%Decoding process  
pos=0;  
digits(80);  
  
for bp=max(max(MSB)):-1:max(max(MSB))-nbp-nbp2+1  
    it_bp=mod(-bp,max(max(MSB))+1);  
    SignMatrix=zeros(height,width);  
    for b=1:+1:max(max(MSB))-bp+1  
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        for c=1:+1:Level  
            for j=1:+1:2^(c-1)  
                for i=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                    [WT_I_REC,pos,MSB_Founded,SignM atrix]=RecoverProcess(MSB,Y,Sparsity,SignMatrix,WT_ I_REC,pos, 
MSB_Founded,bp,b,nbp,nbp2,j,i,it_bp,rows,columns);                   
                end  
            end  
            for j=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                for i=1:+1:2^(c-1)  
                    [WT_I_REC,pos,MSB_Founded,SignM atrix]=RecoverProcess(MSB,Y,Sparsity,SignMatrix,WT_ I_REC,pos, 
MSB_Founded,bp,b,nbp,nbp2,j,i,it_bp,rows,columns);  
                end  
            end  
            for j=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                for i=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                    [WT_I_REC,pos,MSB_Founded,SignM atrix]=RecoverProcess(MSB,Y,Sparsity,SignMatrix,WT_ I_REC,pos, 
MSB_Founded,bp,b,nbp,nbp2,j,i,it_bp,rows,columns);  
                end  
            end  
        end  
  
    end  
     
    [WT_I_REC,pos]=AddSignInformayionProcess(MSB,Y, SignMatrix,WT_I_REC,pos,bp,rows,columns,Level);  
     
end  
  
%approximation introduction  
WT_I_REC(1:rows,1:columns)=app;  
  
end  
       
function [WT_I_REC,pos,MSB_Founded,SignMatrix]=RecoverProcess(MSB,Y,Sparsity,SignMatrix,WT_I_REC,pos,MSB_Founded,bp, 
b,nbp,nbp2,j,i,it_bp,rows,columns) 
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    if MSB(j,i)-bp+1==b         
        if bp>max(max(MSB))-nbp  
            S=Sparsity(it_bp,j,i);  
            if S==0  
                V_Rec=zeros(rows*columns,1);  
            else  
                Length=rows*columns;  
                if S <= Length/2  
                    LengthPos=floor(log10(prod(Leng th-S+1:Length)/prod(1:S)))+1;  
                else  
                    LengthPos=floor(log10(prod(S+1: Length)/prod(1:Length-S)))+1;  
                end  
                PosComb_str=Y(pos+1:pos+LengthPos);  
                pos=pos+LengthPos;  
                C=[];  
                if S <= Length/2                 
                    count=S;  
                    for it=1:+1:Length  
                        if count>1  
                            aux = vpa(round(vpa(vpa (vpa(prod(vpa(Length-it-count+2):vpa(Length-it))))/ vpa(vpa(prod( 
vpa(1):vpa(count-1)))))));  
                        else  
                            aux = vpa(1);                
                        end  
                        aux_str=GetStringFromSymbol (aux,LengthPos);  
                        if StringComparisson(PosCom b_str,aux_str)  
                            C=[C(:)' it];  
                            count=count-1;  
                            if count==0  
                                break;  
                            end  
                        else  
                            PosComb_str=SubtractStr ings(PosComb_str,aux_str);  
                        end     
                    end  
                    V_Rec=zeros(rows*columns,1);  
                    V_Rec(C)=1;     
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                else  
                    count=Length-S;  
                    for it=1:+1:Length  
                        if count>1  
                            aux = vpa(round(vpa(vpa (vpa(prod(vpa(Length-it-count+2):vpa(Length-it))))/ vpa(vpa(prod( 
vpa(1):vpa(count-1)))))));  
                        else  
                            aux = vpa(1);                
                        end  
                        aux_str=GetStringFromSymbol (aux,LengthPos);  
                        if StringComparisson(PosCom b_str,aux_str)  
                            C=[C(:)' it];  
                            count=count-1;  
                            if count==0  
                                break;  
                            end  
                        else  
                            PosComb_str=SubtractStr ings(PosComb_str,aux_str);  
                        end     
                    end  
                    V_Rec(1:rows*columns)=1;  
                    V_Rec(C)=0;   
                end  
            end  
        else  
           V_Rec=Y(pos+1:pos+rows*columns);  
           pos=pos+rows*columns;  
        end  
        for n=1:+1:rows         
            for k=1:+1:columns             
                if V_Rec(columns*(n-1)+k)==1  
                    if MSB_Founded(rows*(j-1)+n,col umns*(i-1)+k)==0                         
                        WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n,colum ns*(i-1)+k)=2^(bp-1);  
                        MSB_Founded(rows*(j-1)+n,co lumns*(i-1)+k)=1;  
                        SignMatrix(rows*(j-1)+n,col umns*(i-1)+k)=1;  
                    else  
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                        WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n,colum ns*(i-1)+k)=WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k)+ 2^(bp-1)* 
sign(WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k));  
                    end  
                end  
                if bp==max(max(MSB))-nbp-nbp2+1 && abs(WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k))>0  
                    WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n,columns*( i-1)+k)=WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k)+2^(b p-2)*sign( 
WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k));  
                end  
            end  
        end        
    end  
end  
  
function [WT_I_REC,pos]=AddSignInformayionProcess(MSB,Y,SignMatrix,WT_I_REC,pos,bp,rows,columns,Level) 
  
    LengthSignInf=sum(sum(SignMatrix(:,:)));     
    SignInformation=Y(pos+1:pos+LengthSignInf);  
    pos=pos+LengthSignInf;     
    pos_aux=1;  
     
    for b=1:+1:max(max(MSB))-bp+1     
        for c=1:+1:Level    %1  
            for j=1:+1:2^(c-1)  
                for i=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                    if MSB(j,i)-bp+1==b  
                        for n=1:+1:rows        
                            for k=1:+1:columns    
                                if SignMatrix(rows* (j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k)==1  
                                    if SignInformat ion(pos_aux)=='0'  
                                        WT_I_REC(ro ws*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k)=-WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n, columns*(i-1)+k);  
                                    end  
                                    pos_aux=pos_aux +1;  
                                end  
                            end  
                        end                         
                    end  
                end  
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            end  
            for j=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                for i=1:+1:2^(c-1)  
                    if MSB(j,i)-bp+1==b  
                        for n=1:+1:rows        
                            for k=1:+1:columns    
                                if SignMatrix(rows* (j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k)==1  
                                    if SignInformat ion(pos_aux)=='0'  
                                        WT_I_REC(ro ws*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k)=-WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n, columns*(i-1)+k);  
                                    end  
                                    pos_aux=pos_aux +1;  
                                end  
                            end  
                        end                         
                    end  
                end  
            end  
            for j=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                for i=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                    if MSB(j,i)-bp+1==b  
                        for n=1:+1:rows        
                            for k=1:+1:columns    
                                if SignMatrix(rows* (j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k)==1  
                                    if SignInformat ion(pos_aux)=='0'  
                                        WT_I_REC(ro ws*(j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k)=-WT_I_REC(rows*(j-1)+n, columns*(i-1)+k);  
                                    end  
                                    pos_aux=pos_aux +1;  
                                end  
                            end  
                        end                         
                    end  
                end  
            end  
        end  
    end  
end  
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GetStringFromSymbol.m 

function [str]=GetStringFromSymbol(symbol,LengthStr) 
  

str='';  
LENGTH=floor(log10(symbol))+1;  
  
for it=LENGTH-1:-1:0   
    aux=vpa(floor(symbol/10^it),1);  
     
    if aux==vpa(0,1)  
       str(length(str)+1)='0';  
    else if aux==vpa(1,1)  
           str(length(str)+1)='1';  
           symbol=vpa(symbol-vpa(1*10^it,LENGTH),LE NGTH);  
         else if aux==vpa(2,1)  
                str(length(str)+1)='2';  
                symbol=vpa(symbol-vpa(2*10^it,LENGT H),LENGTH);  
             else if aux==vpa(3,1)  
                    str(length(str)+1)='3';  
                    symbol=vpa(symbol-vpa(3*10^it,L ENGTH),LENGTH);  
                 else if aux==vpa(4,1)  
                        str(length(str)+1)='4';  
                        symbol=vpa(symbol-vpa(4*10^ it,LENGTH),LENGTH);  
                     else if aux==vpa(5,1)  
                            str(length(str)+1)='5';  
                            symbol=vpa(symbol-vpa(5 *10^it,LENGTH),LENGTH);  
                         else if aux==vpa(6,1)  
                                str(length(str)+1)= '6';  
                                symbol=vpa(symbol-v pa(6*10^it,LENGTH),LENGTH);  
                             else if aux==vpa(7,1)  
                                    str(length(str) +1)='7';  
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                                    symbol=vpa(symb ol-vpa(7*10^it,LENGTH),LENGTH);  
                                 else if aux==vpa(8 ,1)  
                                        str(length( str)+1)='8';  
                                        symbol=vpa( symbol-vpa(8*10^it,LENGTH),LENGTH);  
                                     else if aux==v pa(9,1)  
                                            str(len gth(str)+1)='9';  
                                            symbol= vpa(symbol-vpa(9*10^it,LENGTH),LENGTH);  
                                         end  
                                     end  
                                 end  
                             end  
                         end  
                     end  
                 end  
             end  
        end  
    end     
end  
  
dif=round(LengthStr-length(str));  
aux=str;  
str='';  
str(1:dif)='0';  
str=[str,aux];  

  
end  
 

StringComparisson.m 

function [result]=StringComparisson(str1,str2) 
%Compares str1 and str2. If str1<=str2 return true.  Otherwise, return false.  
     
    l1=length(str1);  
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    l2=length(str2);  
     
    if l1==l2  
        result=true;  
        for it=1:+1:l1  
            if str1(it) > str2(it)  
                result=false;  
                break;  
            else if str1(it) < str2(it)  
                    break;  
                end  
            end  
        end                 
    else if l1<l2  
            result=false;  
            for it=1:+1:l2-l1  
                if str2(it)~='0'  
                    result=true;  
                    break;  
                end  
            end             
            if result==false   
                result=true;  
                for it=l2-l1+1:+1:l2  
                    if str1(it-l2+l1) > str2(it)  
                        result=false;  
                        break;  
                    else if str1(it-l2+l1) < str2(i t)  
                            break;  
                        end  
                    end  
                end  
            end                           
         else  
            result=true;  
            for it=1:+1:l1-l2  
                if str1(it)~='0'  
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                    result=false;  
                    break;  
                end  
            end  
            if result==true    
                for it=l1-l2+1:+1:l1  
                    if str1(it) > str2(it-l1+l2)  
                        result=false;  
                        break;  
                    else if str1(it) < str2(it-l1+l 2)  
                            break;  
                        end  
                    end  
                end  
            end  
        end  
    end  
       
end  
 

SubtractStrings.m 

function [result]=SubtractStrings(str1,str2) 
    l1=length(str1);  
    l2=length(str2);  
    switch str2(l2)  
        case '0'  
            val2=0;             
        case '1'  
            val2=1;  
        case '2'  
            val2=2;  
        case '3'  
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            val2=3;  
        case '4'  
            val2=4;  
        case '5'  
            val2=5;  
        case '6'  
            val2=6;  
        case '7'  
            val2=7;  
        case '8'  
            val2=8;  
        case '9'  
            val2=9;  
    end  
     
    for it=l1:-1:1         
        switch str1(it)  
            case '0'  
                val1=0;             
            case '1'  
                val1=1;  
            case '2'  
                val1=2;  
            case '3'  
                val1=3;  
            case '4'  
                val1=4;  
            case '5'  
                val1=5;  
            case '6'  
                val1=6;  
            case '7'  
                val1=7;  
            case '8'  
                val1=8;  
            case '9'  
                val1=9;  
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        end  
        nextval2=0;  
        if it>l1-l2+1  
            switch str2(it-l1+l2-1)  
                case '0'  
                    nextval2=0;             
                case '1'  
                    nextval2=1;  
                case '2'  
                    nextval2=2;  
                case '3'  
                    nextval2=3;  
                case '4'  
                    nextval2=4;  
                case '5'  
                    nextval2=5;  
                case '6'  
                    nextval2=6;  
                case '7'  
                    nextval2=7;  
                case '8'  
                    nextval2=8;  
                case '9'  
                    nextval2=9;  
            end  
        end  
        if val1>=val2  
            res=val1-val2;  
            val2=nextval2;  
        else  
            res=10+val1-val2;  
            val2=nextval2+1;  
        end  
        result(it)=sprintf('%d',res);  
    end  
     
end  
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Appendix D: Software Code Solution D 

SolutionD.m 

function [BitRate, psnr] = SolutionD(FileName, Level, nbp) 
  
%input:     Filename : Name of the image file  
%           Level : Number of wavelet transform ite rations (3->32x32=1024, 4->16x16=1024)  
%           nbp : number of bit-planes transmitted  
% 
% output:   BitRate : resulting bit-rate in the enc oder process  
%           psnr: peak signal to noise ratio  
  
tic;  
  
O_I = double(imread(FileName));  
  
% Initialization  
height=size(O_I,1);  
width=size(O_I,2);  
rows=height/2^Level;     %rows : indicates the numb er of rows of each sub-block    
columns=width/2^Level;   %columns : indicates the n umber of columns of each sub-block  
LENGTH_EntropyCode=zeros(nbp,1);  
BitsRequired=zeros(nbp,1);  
SignsLength=zeros(nbp,1);  
MSB_Founded=zeros(height,width);  
ent=zeros(nbp,1);  
     
%Wavelet Transform  
Filters='9.7';  
LS = liftwave(Filters,'Int2Int');  
[WT_I]=Encoder_WaveletTransform_Int2Int(O_I,Level,L S);    
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%Generating of the auxiliar matrix MSB with the Mos t Significant Bit in every block   
MSB=zeros(2^Level,2^Level);  
for j=1:+1:2^Level  
    for i=1:+1:2^Level   
        if j<2 && i<2   
            continue;  
        end  
        bigcoeff=max(max(abs(WT_I(rows*(j-1)+1:rows *j,columns*(i-1)+1:columns*i))));  
        if bigcoeff==0  
            bigcoeff=bigcoeff+1;  
        end  
        MSB(j,i)=floor(log2(bigcoeff))+1;  
    end  
end     
MaxMSB=max(max(MSB));     
     
%Encoding process  
for bp=MaxMSB:-1:MaxMSB-nbp+1  
    vector=[];  
    it_bp=mod(-bp,max(max(MSB))+1);  
    SignInformation='';  
    for b=1:+1:max(max(MSB))-bp+1  
                
        for c=1:+1:Level  
            for j=1:+1:2^(c-1)  
                for i=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c                     
                    [vector,SignInformation,SignsLe ngth,MSB_Founded]=GetVector(MSB,vector,WT_I,SignInf ormation, 
SignsLength,MSB_Founded,bp,b,j,i,it_bp,rows,columns );                     
                end                 
            end  
            for j=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                for i=1:+1:2^(c-1)  
                    [vector,SignInformation,SignsLe ngth,MSB_Founded]=GetVector(MSB,vector,WT_I,SignInf ormation, 
SignsLength,MSB_Founded,bp,b,j,i,it_bp,rows,columns );  
                end                 
            end  
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            for j=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                for i=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                    [vector,SignInformation,SignsLe ngth,MSB_Founded]=GetVector(MSB,vector,WT_I,SignInf ormation, 
SignsLength,MSB_Founded,bp,b,j,i,it_bp,rows,columns );  
                end  
            end  
        end  
    end       
    ent(it_bp)=entropy(vector);  
    LENGTH_EntropyCode(it_bp)=floor(length(vector)* ent(it_bp))+1;   
    BitsRequired(it_bp)=LENGTH_EntropyCode(it_bp)+S ignsLength(it_bp);  
end  
  
%Calculating the bit-rate  
MaxBpLowPass=floor(log2(max(max(abs(WT_I(1:rows,1:c olumns))))))+1;  
MSB_length=((2^Level)^2)*ceil(log2(max(max(MSB))));  
BitRate=(sum(BitsRequired)+rows*columns*MaxBpLowPas s+MSB_length)/(height*width);  
  
%Calculating the psnr  
WT_I_Rec=WT_I;  
for j=1:+1:height  
    for i=1:+1:width  
        if j<height/2^Level+1 && i<width/2^Level+1  
            continue;  
        end  
        str=dec2bin(abs(WT_I(j,i)),MaxMSB);  
        if bin2dec(str(1:nbp))==0  
            WT_I_Rec(j,i)=0;  
        else if nbp<MaxMSB  
                str(nbp+1)='1';  
                for k=nbp+2:+1:MaxMSB  
                    str(k)='0';  
                end  
                WT_I_Rec(j,i)=bin2dec(str)*sign(WT_ I_Rec(j,i));  
            end  
        end  
    end  
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end  
[Dec_I]=Decoder_WaveletTransform_Int2Int(WT_I_Rec,h eight,width,Level,LS);  
[psnr] = PSNR(FileName,Dec_I, 256);  
  
toc;  
  
end  
  
function [vector,SignInformation,SignsLength,MSB_Founded]=GetVector(MSB,vector,WT_I,SignInformation,SignsLength, 
MSB_Founded,bp,b,j,i,it_bp,rows,columns) 
 
    if MSB(j,i)-bp+1==b                                                
        aux=[];  
        for n=1:+1:rows        
            for k=1:+1:columns             
                str=dec2bin(abs(WT_I(rows*(j-1)+n,c olumns*(i-1)+k)),MSB(j,i));                                          
                aux(length(aux)+1)=str2double(str(b ));  
                if str(b)=='1' && MSB_Founded(rows* (j-1)+n,columns*(i-1)+k)==0  
                    MSB_Founded(rows*(j-1)+n,column s*(i-1)+k)=1;  
                    SignsLength(it_bp)=SignsLength( it_bp)+1;  
                    if sign(WT_I(rows*(j-1)+n,colum ns*(i-1)+k))==+1  
                        SignInformation(it_bp,lengt h(SignInformation)+1)='1';                         
                    else  
                        SignInformation(it_bp,lengt h(SignInformation)+1)='0';  
                    end                     
                end  
            end  
        end  
        vector=[vector(:)' aux];                        
    end         
end   
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Appendix E: Software Code of common files 

Encoder _WaveletTransform_Int2Int.m 

function [WT_I , Sz] = Encoder_WaveletTransform_Int2Int(I, Level, LS) 
  
% WAVELET TRANSFORM ENCODER 
% 
% input:    I : matrix of the input image  
%           Level : number of wavelet decomposition s  
%           LS : Bank of filters  
% 
% output:   WT_I : Wavelet Transform image  
%           Sz : auxiliar matrix which indicates th e size of every iterative wavelet transform.     
  
%Each wavelet decomposition of the last approximati on obtained generate a new   
%approximation matrix and new horitzontal, vertical  and diagonal detail matrix.  
%We need to know every size decomposition so we sav e this information in  
%matrix 'Sz':  
%               Sz(k,1)= number of rows of every sq uare of decomposition k  
%               Sz(k,2)= number of columns of every  square of decomposition k  
%               Sz(k,3)= number of positions of eve ry square of decomposition k (rows*columns)  
% 
%               Sz(1,:)= size of the last approxima tion matrix  
%               Sz(2,:)= size of the last horit., v ert. and diag. detail matrix  
%               Sz(k,:)= size of the 'Level-k+2' de composition  
%               Sz(Level+1)= size of the first deco mposition  
%               Sz(Level+2)= size of the original i nput matrix  
% 
  
    
% Initialization  
Sz = (size(I));  
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C = [];  
  
% Integer to integer wavelet transform  
for i=1:Level  
    [I,h,v,d] = lwt2(I,LS);  
    C = [h(:)' v(:)' d(:)' C];      
    Sz = [size(I);Sz];                
end  
  
C = [I(:)' C];  
Sz = [size(I);Sz];  
  
Sz(:,3) = Sz(:,1).*Sz(:,2);  
  
WT_I = zeros(Sz(Level+2,1),Sz(Level+2,2));  
WT_I( 1:Sz(1,1) , 1:Sz(1,2) ) = reshape(C(1:Sz(1,3) ),Sz(1,1:2));  
for k = 2 : Level+1  
    rows = (sum(Sz(1:k-1,1))+1:sum(Sz(1:k,1)));  
    columns =(sum(Sz(1:k-1,2))+1:sum(Sz(1:k,2)));  
    % horizontal details  
    c_start = Sz(1,3) + 3*sum(Sz(2:k-1,3)) + 1;  
    c_stop = Sz(1,3) + 3*sum(Sz(2:k-1,3)) + Sz(k,3) ;  
    WT_I( 1:Sz(k,1) , columns ) = reshape( C(c_star t:c_stop) , Sz(k,1:2) );  
    % vertical details  
    c_start = Sz(1,3) + 3*sum(Sz(2:k-1,3)) + Sz(k,3 ) + 1;  
    c_stop = Sz(1,3) + 3*sum(Sz(2:k-1,3)) + 2*Sz(k, 3);  
    WT_I( rows , 1:Sz(k,2) ) = reshape( C(c_start:c _stop) , Sz(k,1:2) );  
    % diagonal details  
    c_start = Sz(1,3) + 3*sum(Sz(2:k-1,3)) + 2*Sz(k ,3) + 1;  
    c_stop = Sz(1,3) + 3*sum(Sz(2:k,3));  
    WT_I( rows , columns ) = reshape( C(c_start:c_s top) , Sz(k,1:2) );  
end  
end  
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Decoder_WaveletTransform_Int2Int .m 

function [Dec_I] = Decoder_WaveletTransform_Int2Int(WT_I_Rec, height, width, Level, LS) 
  
% WAVELET TRANSFORM DECODER 
% 
% input:    WT_I_Rec : Wavelet Transform image reco vered  
%           height : height of the original image  
%           width : width of the original image  
%           Level : number of wavelet decomposition s.  
%           LS : Bank of filters  
% 
% output:   Dec_I : decoded image  
% 
  
%We need to know every size decomposition so we sav e this information in  
%matrix 'Sz':  
  
Sz=zeros(Level+2,3);  
Sz(1:2,1)=height/2^Level;  
Sz(1:2,2)=width/2^Level;  
Sz(1:2,3)=Sz(1,1)*Sz(1,2);  
for j=3:+1:Level+2  
   Sz(j,1)=Sz(j-1,1)*2;  
   Sz(j,2)=Sz(j-1,2)*2;  
   Sz(j,3)=Sz(j,1)*Sz(j,2);  
end  
  
%               Sz(k,1)= number of rows of every sq uare of decomposition k  
%               Sz(k,2)= number of columns of every  square of decomposition k  
%               Sz(k,3)= number of positions of eve ry square of decomposition k (rows*columns)  
% 
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%               Sz(1,:)= size of the last approxima tion matrix  
%               Sz(2,:)= size of the last horit., v ert. and diag. detail matrix  
%               Sz(k,:)= size of the 'Level-k+2' de composition  
%               Sz(Level+1)= size of the first deco mposition  
%               Sz(Level+2)= size of the original i nput matrix  
% 
   
% Initialization  
C2 = zeros(1,Sz(1,3)+3*sum(Sz(2:Level+1,3)));  
  
% approx, hori, vert. and diag. vector reconstructi on from matrix WT_I_Rec  
C2(1:Sz(1,3)) = reshape( WT_I_Rec( 1:Sz(1,1) , 1:Sz (1,2) ), 1 , Sz(1,3) );  
for k = 2:Level+1  
    rows = (sum(Sz(1:k-1,1))+1:sum(Sz(1:k,1)));  
    columns = (sum(Sz(1:k-1,2))+1:sum(Sz(1:k,2)));  
    % horizontal part  
    c_start = Sz(1,3) + 3*sum(Sz(2:k-1,3)) + 1;  
    c_stop = Sz(1,3) + 3*sum(Sz(2:k-1,3)) + Sz(k,3) ;  
    C2(c_start:c_stop) = reshape( WT_I_Rec( 1:Sz(k, 1) , columns ) , 1, c_stop-c_start+1);  
    % vertical part  
    c_start = Sz(1,3) + 3*sum(Sz(2:k-1,3)) + Sz(k,3 ) + 1;  
    c_stop = Sz(1,3) + 3*sum(Sz(2:k-1,3)) + 2*Sz(k, 3);  
    C2(c_start:c_stop) = reshape( WT_I_Rec( rows , 1:Sz(k,2) ) , 1 , c_stop-c_start+1 );  
    % diagonal part  
    c_start = Sz(1,3) + 3*sum(Sz(2:k-1,3)) + 2*Sz(k ,3) + 1;  
    c_stop = Sz(1,3) + 3*sum(Sz(2:k,3));  
    C2(c_start:c_stop) = reshape( WT_I_Rec( rows , columns ) , 1 , c_stop-c_start+1);  
end  
  
% Inverse integer to integer wavelet transform  
Dec_I    = zeros(Sz(1,1),Sz(1,2));  
Dec_I(:) = C2(1:Sz(1,3));  
  
for j=Level:-1:1  
    [h,v,d] = detcoef2('all',C2,Sz(:,1:2),j);  
    Dec_I = ilwt2(Dec_I,h,v,d,LS);  
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end  
end  
 
 
GetEntropy .m 

function [ent] = GetEntropy(data) 
     
    maximum=max(data);  
    minimum=min(data);  
    LengthData=length(data);  
    ent=0;  
    for it=maximum:-1:minimum  
        probability=(LengthData-length(nonzeros(dat a-it)))/LengthData;  
        if probability~=0  
            ent=ent+probability*log2(1/probability) ;  
        end  
    end  
   
end 
 

 
SparsityCoder.m 

function [SC]=SparsityCoder(Sparsity,MSB,Level,bp) 
  
% Calcul of the entropy of the sparsities of a dete rmined bp  
% input:           
%           Sparsity : matrix where we save the num ber of nonzeros of each bit-plane of each block  
%           MSB : matrix where we save the most sig nificant bit of every block  
%           Level : Number of wavelet transform ite rations (3->32x32=1024, 4->16x16=1024)  
%           bp : bit-plane  
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% output:     
%           SC : Bits required to code the sparsiti es of the bp  
  
    MaxMSB=max(max(MSB));  
    Sp_cod=[];  
    for b=1:+1:max(max(MSB))-bp+1  
         
        for c=1:+1:Level  
            for j=1:+1:2^(c-1)  
                for i=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                    if MSB(j,i)-bp+1==b  
                        Sp_cod=[Sp_cod(:)' Sparsity (MaxMSB-bp+1,j,i)];  
                    end  
                end  
            end  
            for j=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                for i=1:+1:2^(c-1)  
                    if MSB(j,i)-bp+1==b  
                        Sp_cod=[Sp_cod(:)' Sparsity (MaxMSB-bp+1,j,i)];  
                    end                     
                end  
            end  
            for j=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                for i=2^(c-1)+1:+1:2^c  
                    if MSB(j,i)-bp+1==b  
                        Sp_cod=[Sp_cod(:)' Sparsity (MaxMSB-bp+1,j,i)];  
                    end  
                end  
            end  
        end  
    end  
  
    SC=length(Sp_cod)*GetEntropy(Sp_cod);  
  
End 
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PSNR.m 

function [psnr] = PSNR(FileName,Rec_Image, max)  
  
%   Peak Signal to Noise Ratio    
%   input:  
%           FileName : File that contains the image  we are coding  
%           Rec_Image : Recovered image  
%           max : maximum value any pixel can take  
%   output:  
%           psnr: peak signal to noise ratio  
  
[Ideal_Rec_Im] = double(imread(FileName));  
  
aux=Ideal_Rec_Im-Rec_Image;  
for j=1:+1:size(Ideal_Rec_Im,1)  
    for i=1:+1:size(Ideal_Rec_Im,2)  
        aux(j,i)=aux(j,i)^2;  
    end  
end  
  
mse=sum(sum(aux))/(size(Ideal_Rec_Im,1)*size(Ideal_ Rec_Im,2));  
psnr=10*log10(max^2/mse);  
  
end 
 
 

PSNR_R.m 

function [psnr] = PSNR_R(Ori_WT_Image, Rec_Image, max, MaxMSB, height, width, Filters, nbp, Level)  
   
%   input:  
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%           Ori_WT_Image : Original Wavelet Transfo rm Image  
%           Rec_Image : Recovered image  
%           max : maximum value any coefficient can  take  
%           maxMSB : maximum value of the MSB(MostS ignificantBit) matrix  
%           height : height of the original image  
%           width : width of the original image  
%           Filters : wavelet filters which we have  used in the analysis proces  
%           nbp : number of bit-planes transmitted  
%           Level : number of wavelet decomposition s.  
%   output:  
%           psnr: peak signal to noise ratio respec t the best reconstruction possible witrh the number  of bit-planes 
%   transmitted  
  
%Firstly, we modify the Ori_WT_Image to get the WT image we would obtain with the n-bitplanes we are u sing without 
%any error in the coding-decoding process  
  
for j=1:+1:size(Ori_WT_Image,1)  
    for i=1:+1:size(Ori_WT_Image,2)  
        if j<height/2^Level+1 && i<width/2^Level+1  
            continue;  
        end  
        str=dec2bin(abs(Ori_WT_Image(j,i)),MaxMSB);  
        if bin2dec(str(1:nbp))==0  
            Ori_WT_Image(j,i)=0;  
        else if nbp<MaxMSB  
                str(nbp+1)='1';  
                for k=nbp+2:+1:MaxMSB  
                    str(k)='0';  
                end  
                Ori_WT_Image(j,i)=bin2dec(str)*sign (Ori_WT_Image(j,i));  
            end  
        end  
    end  
end  
  
%Secondly, we calculate decoded image we obtain wit h the modified Ori_WT_Image (the best result we can  obtain)  
LS = liftwave(Filters,'Int2Int');     
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[Ideal_Rec_Im]=Decoder_WaveletTransform_Int2Int(Ori _WT_Image, height, width, Level, LS);  
  
%Thirdly, we calculate the PSNR  
aux=Ideal_Rec_Im-Rec_Image;  
for j=1:+1:size(Ideal_Rec_Im,1)  
    for i=1:+1:size(Ideal_Rec_Im,2)  
        aux(j,i)=aux(j,i)^2;  
    end  
end  
mse=sum(sum(aux))/(size(Ideal_Rec_Im,1)*size(Ideal_ Rec_Im,2));  
  
psnr=10*log10(max^2/mse);  
  
end  
 
 
l1eq_pd.m (Adopted from [18])  

% l1eq_pd.m  
% 
% Solve  
% min_x ||x||_1  s.t.  Ax = b  
% 
% Recast as linear program  
% min_{x,u} sum(u)  s.t.  -u <= x <= u,  Ax=b  
% and use primal-dual interior point method  
% 
% Usage: xp = l1eq_pd(x0, A, At, b, pdtol, pdmaxite r, cgtol, cgmaxiter)  
% 
% x0 - Nx1 vector, initial point.  
% 
% A - Either a handle to a function that takes a N vector and returns a K  
%     vector , or a KxN matrix.  If A is a function  handle, the algorithm  
%     operates in "largescale" mode, solving the Ne wton systems via the  
%     Conjugate Gradients algorithm.  
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% 
% At - Handle to a function that takes a K vector a nd returns an N vector.  
%      If A is a KxN matrix, At is ignored.  
% 
% b - Kx1 vector of observations.  
% 
% pdtol - Tolerance for primal-dual algorithm (algo rithm terminates if  
%     the duality gap is less than pdtol).   
%     Default = 1e-3.  
% 
% pdmaxiter - Maximum number of primal-dual iterati ons.   
%     Default = 50.  
% 
% cgtol - Tolerance for Conjugate Gradients; ignore d if A is a matrix.  
%     Default = 1e-8.  
% 
% cgmaxiter - Maximum number of iterations for Conj ugate Gradients; ignored  
%     if A is a matrix.  
%     Default = 200.  
% 
% Written by: Justin Romberg, Caltech  
% Email: jrom@acm.caltech.edu  
% Created: October 2005  
% 
  
function xp = l1eq_pd(x0, A, At, b, pdtol, pdmaxiter, cgtol, cgmaxiter) 
  
largescale = isa(A,'function_handle');  
  
if (nargin < 5), pdtol = 1e-3;  end  
if (nargin < 6), pdmaxiter = 50;  end  
if (nargin < 7), cgtol = 1e-8;  end  
if (nargin < 8), cgmaxiter = 200;  end  
  
N = length(x0);  
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alpha = 0.01;  
beta = 0.5;  
mu = 10;  
  
gradf0 = [zeros(N,1); ones(N,1)];  
  
  
% starting point --- make sure that it is feasible  
if (largescale)  
  if (norm(A(x0)-b)/norm(b) > cgtol)  
    %disp('Starting point infeasible; using x0 = At *inv(AAt)*y.');  
    AAt = @(z) A(At(z));  
    [w, cgres, cgiter] = cgsolve(AAt, b, cgtol, cgm axiter, 0);  
    if (cgres > 1/2)  
      %disp('A*At is ill-conditioned: cannot find s tarting point');  
      xp = x0;  
      return;  
    end  
    x0 = At(w);  
  end  
else  
  if (norm(A*x0-b)/norm(b) > cgtol)  
    %disp('Starting point infeasible; using x0 = At *inv(AAt)*y.');  
    opts.POSDEF = true; opts.SYM = true;                      %% I THINK THEY ARE NOT POSITIVE DEFINED  NEITHER REAL 
AND SYMETRIC 
    %[w, hcond] = linsolve(A*A', b, opts);                     %% I THINK THEY ARE NOT POSITIVE DEFINE D NEITHER REAL 
AND SYMETRIC 
    [w, hcond] = linsolve(A*A', b);  
    if (hcond < 1e-14)  
      %disp('A*At is ill-conditioned: cannot find s tarting point');  
      xp = x0;  
      return;  
    end  
    x0 = A'*w;  
  end   
end  
x = x0;  
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u = (0.95)*abs(x0) + (0.10)*max(abs(x0));  
  
% set up for the first iteration  
fu1 = x - u;  
fu2 = -x - u;  
lamu1 = -1./fu1;  
lamu2 = -1./fu2;  
if (largescale)  
  v = -A(lamu1-lamu2);  
  Atv = At(v);  
  rpri = A(x) - b;  
else  
  v = -A*(lamu1-lamu2);  
  Atv = A'*v;  
  rpri = A*x - b;  
end  
  
sdg = -(fu1'*lamu1 + fu2'*lamu2);  
tau = mu*2*N/sdg;  
  
rcent = [-lamu1.*fu1; -lamu2.*fu2] - (1/tau);  
rdual = gradf0 + [lamu1-lamu2; -lamu1-lamu2] + [Atv ; zeros(N,1)];  
resnorm = norm([rdual; rcent; rpri]);  
  
pditer = 0;  
done = (sdg < pdtol) | (pditer >= pdmaxiter);  
while (~done)  
   
  pditer = pditer + 1;  
   
  w1 = -1/tau*(-1./fu1 + 1./fu2) - Atv;  
  w2 = -1 - 1/tau*(1./fu1 + 1./fu2);  
  w3 = -rpri;  
   
  sig1 = -lamu1./fu1 - lamu2./fu2;  
  sig2 = lamu1./fu1 - lamu2./fu2;  
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  sigx = sig1 - sig2.^2./sig1;  
   
  if (largescale)  
    w1p = w3 - A(w1./sigx - w2.*sig2./(sigx.*sig1)) ;  
    h11pfun = @(z) -A(1./sigx.*At(z));  
    [dv, cgres, cgiter] = cgsolve(h11pfun, w1p, cgt ol, cgmaxiter, 0);  
    if (cgres > 1/2)  
      %disp('Cannot solve system.  Returning previo us iterate.  (See Section 4 of notes for more infor mation.)');  
      xp = x;  
      return  
    end  
    dx = (w1 - w2.*sig2./sig1 - At(dv))./sigx;  
    Adx = A(dx);  
    Atdv = At(dv);  
  else  
    w1p = -(w3 - A*(w1./sigx - w2.*sig2./(sigx.*sig 1)));  
    H11p = A*(sparse(diag(1./sigx))*A');  
    opts.POSDEF = true; opts.SYM = true;  
    %[dv,hcond] = linsolve(H11p, w1p, opts);  
    [dv,hcond] = linsolve(H11p, w1p);  
    if (hcond < 1e-14)  
      %disp('Matrix ill-conditioned.  Returning pre vious iterate.  (See Section 4 of notes for more in formation.)');  
      xp = x;  
      return  
    end  
    dx = (w1 - w2.*sig2./sig1 - A'*dv)./sigx;  
    Adx = A*dx;  
    Atdv = A'*dv;  
  end  
   
  du = (w2 - sig2.*dx)./sig1;  
   
  dlamu1 = (lamu1./fu1).*(-dx+du) - lamu1 - (1/tau) *1./fu1;  
  dlamu2 = (lamu2./fu2).*(dx+du) - lamu2 - 1/tau*1. /fu2;  
   
  % make sure that the step is feasible: keeps lamu 1,lamu2 > 0, fu1,fu2 < 0  
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  indp = find(dlamu1 < 0);  indn = find(dlamu2 < 0) ;  
  s = min([1; -lamu1(indp)./dlamu1(indp); -lamu2(in dn)./dlamu2(indn)]);  
  indp = find((dx-du) > 0);  indn = find((-dx-du) >  0);  
  s = (0.99)*min([s; -fu1(indp)./(dx(indp)-du(indp) ); -fu2(indn)./(-dx(indn)-du(indn))]);  
   
  % backtracking line search  
  suffdec = 0;  
  backiter = 0;  
  while (~suffdec)  
    xp = x + s*dx;  up = u + s*du;  
    vp = v + s*dv;  Atvp = Atv + s*Atdv;  
    lamu1p = lamu1 + s*dlamu1;  lamu2p = lamu2 + s* dlamu2;  
    fu1p = xp - up;  fu2p = -xp - up;   
    rdp = gradf0 + [lamu1p-lamu2p; -lamu1p-lamu2p] + [Atvp; zeros(N,1)];  
    rcp = [-lamu1p.*fu1p; -lamu2p.*fu2p] - (1/tau);  
    rpp = rpri + s*Adx;  
    suffdec = (norm([rdp; rcp; rpp]) <= (1-alpha*s) *resnorm);  
    s = beta*s;  
    backiter = backiter + 1;  
    if (backiter > 32)  
      %disp('Stuck backtracking, returning last ite rate.  (See Section 4 of notes for more information .)')  
      xp = x;  
      return  
    end  
  end  
   
   
  % next iteration  
  x = xp;  u = up;  
  v = vp;  Atv = Atvp;  
  lamu1 = lamu1p;  lamu2 = lamu2p;  
  fu1 = fu1p;  fu2 = fu2p;  
   
  % surrogate duality gap  
  sdg = -(fu1'*lamu1 + fu2'*lamu2);  
  tau = mu*2*N/sdg;  
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  rpri = rpp;  
  rcent = [-lamu1.*fu1; -lamu2.*fu2] - (1/tau);  
  rdual = gradf0 + [lamu1-lamu2; -lamu1-lamu2] + [A tv; zeros(N,1)];  
  resnorm = norm([rdual; rcent; rpri]);  
   
  done = (sdg < pdtol) | (pditer >= pdmaxiter);  
   
  %disp(sprintf('Iteration = %d, tau = %8.3e, Prima l = %8.3e, PDGap = %8.3e, Dual res = %8.3e, Primal res = 
%8.3e',...  
  %  pditer, tau, sum(u), sdg, norm(rdual), norm(rp ri)));  
  if (largescale)  
    %disp(sprintf('                  CG Res = %8.3e , CG Iter = %d', cgres, cgiter));  
  else  
    %disp(sprintf('                  H11p condition  number = %8.3e', hcond));  
  end  



 

 

 


